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The 16th annual Manifest Urban Arts
Festival is set to “animate” the Wabash
Arts Corridor on May 13 with live
music, dance performances, interactive
street art and group galleries.

See MANIFEST, Page 8
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EDITOR’S NOTE

Security hires to improve safety,
but lack of information worrisome
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pticks in on-campus violence in
recent years have caused many
college campuses to enforce
more stringent security policies and
procedures. This year, Columbia has
been among the schools reconsidering
their security protocols in order to prevent crime on campus.
Six new part-time employees, holding
the position of “watch commanders,”
were hired by the office of Safety &
Security during the Fall 2015 Semester
in an effort to give additional support to
the school’s security detail, as reported
in the article on Page 3.
The increase in experienced personnel
is commendable but the administration
erred in two important respects: not
informing students of the new hires and
not discussing their background as former Chicago police commanders.
The Chronicle discovered through
a simple Google Search that one of the
new hires had been involved in a civil
rights lawsuit that ended 10 years ago
that—while resolved in his favor —
would seem questionable and alarming
to students not well-versed in legal procedure. We later learned that no one at
the college had done this simple step.
At a time when the Chicago Police
Department is under federal scrutiny
for civil rights violations, we would
hope that Columbia’s decision to hire
six former police officers would entail
a thorough knowledge of their background and a communications strategy
for the proper introduction of these men
to the college’s diverse body of students.
Columbia students have unfortunately had a front-row view of the
many recent instances of alleged
and confirmed police misconduct in
Chicago, so bringing former CPD officers to the campus without any form
of acknowledgment does nothing to
improve students’ feeling of safety at
the college or foster increased trust in
police officers.
What’s even more troublesome than
the lack of communication regarding
these new hires—which we assume
was done in the interests of campus
security so that criminals do not know
how well-patrolled the school is—has
2 THE CHRONICLE MAY 2, 2016
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been the college’s response to The
Chronicle’s questions about the new
watch commanders.
When reporting on the watch commanders, we were questioned for even
addressing the years-old allegations
against one of the new hires on our campus. However, we thought it only logical
to address those allegations as any
responsible journalists would. The lawsuit was, in fact, the third listing upon
searching the new hire’s name.
On closer examination, we learned
that the plaintiff had sued the police and
the city because an alleged domestic
violence victim had recanted her story
and he claimed on appeal that the police
should not have believed her.
Under the circumstances and after
carefully reading the appellate court’s
decision, the city’s actions seemed
quite defensible.
That being said, The Chronicle staff
still has the responsibility to ask the
questions that our readers likely would
want answered, given that anyone
affil		
iated with the college might type in the
commander’s name and complete the
same Google Search we did.
While it seems the new hires could
be a highly valuable addition to the college’s security team, it is disappointing
to see such a lack of regard for students,
faculty and staff in implementing this
new initiative.
In the administration’s eyes, we neither deserve to know who the people
are that are responsible for overseeing
our safety nor do we deserve answers to
simple questions about prior allegations
of malfeasance.
ksenese@chroniclemail.com
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President Kim talks Strategic Plan, MAP and Title IX » ColumbiaChronicle.com/Multimedia

The six new watch commanders underwent criminal background checks
and left their respective police departments in good standing, according to
Ronald Sodini,associate vice president of Campus Safety & Security.
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New security background
checks lack Google search
» megan bennett

ASSOCIATE EDITOR
GOOGLE SEARCHES ARE available to anyone

with internet access and can provide
information that Columbia’s background
checks of prospective hires do not. The
college’s recent hiring of six new watch
commanders in the office of Safety &
Security provide a good example.
The six part-time employees are the latest
additions to the college’s security and were
hired quietly in the Fall 2015 Semester to
serve as liaisons between the Chicago Police
Department and the college’s contracted
security. The new hires are all retired police
officers with 10 years of experience or more
along with additional supervisory experience, according to Ronald Sodini, associate
vice president of Campus Safety & Security.
The watch commanders also use their
extensive police experience to guide the
approximately 60 officers from Columbia’s
security provider, AlliedBarton, Sodini said.
“This role is about taking leadership in a
major incident or crisis,” Sodini said.
Upon learning of the new hires, The
Chronicle Googled each one of them.
Some of the searches revealed lighthearted news about retired CPD officers
and new watch commanders James Chisem
and Jean Maroney. Chisem began an acting

career and Maroney made news early this
year for coaching a Lincoln Square alderman
on how to properly install infant car seats.
But one Chronicle Google search turned
up a potential red flag that Columbia’s vetting process missed.
According to a Dec. 16, 2001, Chicago
Tribune article found by The Chronicle’s
Googling, recently hired watch commander
Neal Jack was named in an October 2001
lawsuit alongside the City of Chicago and
others that involved allegations of coercing a false confession, depriving access
to counsel and subjecting the plaintiff to
“malicious prosecution.”
The case, which was dismissed with a
summary judgment in Jack’s favor and ended
officially in November 2006 with the plaintiff,
Sang Kim, unanimously losing his appeal,
stems from Kim’s 1997 arrest on charges
of first-degree murder of his unborn child,
assault and alleged rape of his girlfriend at
the time. The allegations said Jack and his
partner detained Kim for more than 30 hours,
ignored his requests for an attorney and did
not tell him about the death of the unborn
child. Kim spent more than three years in
Cook County jail before being released when
the victim recanted the story.
When questioned by The Chronicle,
Sodini said he was unaware of this suit.

The Chronicle confirmed Jack’s name was
not run through a search engine. Later, he
referred questions about vetting employees to the college’s Human Resources
department.
“We’re looking for candidates that will fit
well into and have work histories that reflect
the values of our campus,” Sodini said.
The Chronicle was not granted interviews
with Human Resources officials, and while
college spokeswoman Cara Birch did not
comment further on why the college was
unaware of this case, she said Columbia
takes several measures to vet new hires.
“The Safety and Security department takes
appropriate steps to learn the background
and check the references of a prospective
hire,” Birch said in an April 28 emailed statement. “Human Resources also conducts a
criminal background check. With any hiring
decision, the college endeavors to conduct a
comprehensive evaluation of an applicant’s
qualifications and full employment history.”
Sodini said all new commanders were
questioned about their private history during
interviews, passed the criminal background
check run by the Office of Human Resources
and left their former police departments
in good standing. Specific details about
employee history are not shared with prospective employers in these hiring processes,
he added, which he said is standard protocol.
The Chronicle was denied a comment
from Jack, and Birch made a statement on
his behalf.
“The incident in question occurred in 1997,
and was fully resolved by the courts ten
years ago,” Birch said in an April 29 emailed
statement. “Officer Neal Jack was exonerated in a civil suit by summary judgment
in his favor in the circuit court of Cook
County, a decision which was upheld in all
respects by a unanimous panel of the Illinois
Appellate Court.”
The use of search engines by employers
has become a more accepted practice in
recent years. According to a 2016 Society
for Human Resources Management survey,
61 percent of Human Resource professionals use online search engines to gain more
information about a potential employee.
Forty-three percent of those surveyed also
used the internet to “screen” candidates, a
10 percent increase since 2013.
However, the U.S. Equal Employment
Opportunity Commission still warns
employers to be careful when using these
tools to comply with federal law by not
discriminating by race, gender, age and
other protections.
Luther Hughes, Student Government
Association president and a senior creative
writing major, said he has seen “dramatic”
improvements in campus security and
trusts the college to make proper decisions.

He added, however, that it is important to
complete thorough background checks of
new hires.
“If the [officers] do have these [backgrounds], then students of color or any students will not feel safe on their campus when
they’re supposed to feel safe,” Hughes said.
Robert Villasenor, a new watch commander who retired in December 2015 after
29 years with the University of Illinois at
Chicago Police Department, previously
spent 16 years there as a sergeant and watch
commander. He said in this position, he can
provide guidance and act as a liaison between
the first responders—either police or fire
department—and the college’s security.
“Once [the first responders] find out you’re
a retired police officer, it seems like they have
a better rapport,” Villasenor said. “At the
same time, I’ll introduce our supervisors to
build that relationship with outside agencies.”
The watch commanders are on Columbia’s
payroll through the office of Safety &
Security’s budget, Sodini said, unlike the
approximately 60 college security officers
who are contracted through security company AlliedBarton.
Sodini said funds were “redeployed” to
make the watch commander additions “budget neutral,” but declined to disclose how the
office’s funds shifted.
While the college’s contract with
AlliedBarton ends in August 2016, the
new hires are not replacing the officers
employed through the contracted company,
Sodini said.
James Belin, Columbia’s operations manager for AlliedBarton, said the two groups
working together to ensure student safety
is an effective combination.
“There’s all kinds of different hybrids out
there in terms of how people manage their
security program,” Belin said. “This is the
first I’ve seen of this nature or worked with….
This has worked so well for my guys because
the experience and knowledge they bring to
our department benefits my guys.”
Dave Martino, executive director of
Campus Security at the School of the Art
Institute of Chicago, said these new roles
are positive additions to campus security.
However, there are challenges with bringing
former officers into a higher education environment: colleges must ensure they understand being “customer service-oriented” and
are sensitive to the culture of institutions.
The push to increase campus security,
especially in urban areas, is becoming more
widely accepted, according to Martino.
“We’re in an age where campuses are no
longer open like they used to be.… There
are not a lot of people resisting it anymore,”
Martino said.
mbennett@chroniclemail.com
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Students still without MAP
for upcoming academic year
» CAROLYN BRADLEY &

ANDREA SALCEDO LLAURADO
CAMPUS REPORTERS
ILLINOIS’ LEGISLATURE ANNOUNCED

April 22 that state funding would
be allocated for higher education,
but it is still unclear whether the
money budgeted for Monetary
Award Program funding could
affect Columbia.
President and CEO Kwang-Wu
Kim announced at an April 26

Student Government Association
meeting that the college expects to
receive approximately half of what
it had planned.
As reported April 4 by The
Chronicle, Columbia funded MAP
grants for the 2015–2016 academic
year for students who have not
received them because of the state
budget impasse.
“It helps, [but] it still leaves us
in the hole,” Kim said. “We’re still

President and CEO Kwang-Wu Kim
said the college is awaiting further
assistance with Monetary Award
Program funding.

waiting to see if there’s any other
[governmental] action.”
As reported April 25 by The
Chronicle, Illinois legislature
passed S.B. 2059, which approved
the release of $600 million to
Illinois’ higher education institutions. The funding included
approximately $170 million for
MAP grants, about half of the
typical MAP funding amount of
previous years.
At the forum, Kim praised
SGA members who traveled to
Springfield, Illinois, on April 20
to participate in National Lobby
Day, lobbying for increased MAP
grant funding.
Erika Kooda, a junior business
& entrepreneurship and radio double major, participated in National
Lobby Day as SGA’s vice president
of communications. She traveled
with four other members of SGA’s
executive board and David Keys,

Boutique Chicago Accommodations at

SGA adviser and coordinator of
Student Leadership.
“It makes me feel like we [are
going] the right way to have that
impact,” Kooda said.
Kooda said SGA’s strategy for
lobbying state senators and representatives was to identify government officials who voted on MAP
grant bills in the past.
“We [tried] to pull people that
had said nay and [find] out how
they were going to vote,” Kooda
said. “It was basically debating
why we need the money to go to
higher education.”
Kooda said the argument that
public higher education institutions should receive more attention than private colleges was
an issue frequently addressed
during lobby day.
“Some representatives would
throw back in our face that just
[because] we are going to a private school, we are privileged
[students],” Kooda said.
College spokeswoman Cara
Birch acknowledged the college’s
widespread concern with the

funding uncertainty in an April
28 emailed statement.
“Columbia College Chicago,
like other Illinois higher education institutions, continues
to hope and expect that the
Illinois legislature will find
a solution to the state budget
crisis and fully fund MAP for
the 2015–2016 [academic] year,
and the 2016–2017 [academic]
year as well. By continuing to
delay, they create continued
anxiety and uncertainty for
students and families,” Birch
said in the statement.
According to an April 28
emailed statement from Carol
Hughes, executive director of
News and Integrated Content at
DePaul University, another private institution, DePaul is unsure
how much funding the state’s
commitment to the bill will
provide for its students.
Hughes said the university has heard its first term
payments will be processed,
which will amount to a third
of what the state owes DePaul

SEE MAP, PAGE 10
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The Music Center at Columbia College Chicago
1014 S. Michigan Avenue

Music Department Events
Ideally located in
the heart of historic
Printer’s Row sits
Hotel Blake, a
boutique Chicago
Hotel. Whether you
visit Chicago for
business or pleasure,
Hotel Blake offers
upscale Chicago
Accommodations
along with
impeccable service.

When making reservations
mention the Columbia College
Friends and Family rate for
special discounts and offers.
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Contact us at:
312-986-1234

Monday May 2
New Music Ensemble at the Sherwood
Pop Rock Showcase in Concert
Gospel Choir and Gospel Repertory Ensemble
at Stage TWO
Tuesday May 3
Progressive Rock Ensemble:Showcase
and R&B Ensemble: Showcase in Concert
Classical Guitar Recital at the Sherwood

12:30 pm
7:00 pm
7:00 pm

7:00 pm
7:00 pm

Wednesday May 4
Latin Pop Ensemble in Concert

7:00 pm

Thursday May 5
Men’s & Women’s Ensemble in Concert
Student Piano Recital #6 at the Sherwood
Student Piano Recital #7 at the Sherwood

7:00 pm
7:00 pm
8:30 pm

Friday May 6
Student Piano Recital #8 at the Sherwood
ChicagoVox in Concert

1:00 pm
7:00 pm

* Events marked with an asterisk do not give Recital Attendance credit
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» MEGAN BENNETT

ASSOCIATE EDITOR
PRESIDENT AND CEO Kwang-Wu
Kim addressed the college’s
sexual assault awareness efforts
and the upcoming rebranding initiative April 26 during the Student
Government Association’s “Let’s
Chat” forum.
The event, attended by
on-campus student leaders,
organization members and other
Columbia students at The Loft,
916 S. Wabash Ave., allowed Kim
to answer students’ questions.
“I love these interactions,” Kim
said. “I never know what’s coming;
that makes it fun.”
Kim presented updates regarding the Strategic Plan implementation process, including the
status of the Diversity, Equity
and Inclusion Committee and
an explanation of its charge, and

the completion of the Universal
Learning Outcomes.
As reported on Page 4, Kim
also announced that Columbia
will not benefit from part of the
approximately $170 million the
Illinois legislature announced it
would allocate for Monetary Award
Program grants on April 23 because
Columbia already covered MAP
for the 2015–2016 academic year.
Bree Bracey, a sophomore theatre
major and SGA senator for transfer students, asked Kim students’
ability to join the Sexual Assault
Awareness Education Committee.
She added that her question
stemmed from concerns about
Columbia’s sexual assault policies
she heard while attending a recent
Title IX event hosted by the college’s Women in Film organization.
“Students expressed concerns about how sexual assault
cases are handled,” Bracey said.

» SANTIAGO COVARRUBIAS/CHRONICLE

“Mostly how the Chicago Police
Department handles them, but
also on Columbia’s campus.”
Bracey was told by Mark Kelly,
vice president of Student Success,
that there are 25 students on the
committee, whose work is ongoing.
Kelly said specific complaints
about how the college handles sexual assault cannot be discussed
publicly, but it is an important
issue that needs to be talked about.

“The investigations [of sexual
assault on campus] have to follow
the guidelines of Title IX and be
done with privacy, so I can’t speak
on that, but we want a campus that
is totally educated about Title
IX rights, responsibilities [and]
resources,” Kelly said.
Izzy French, a freshman theatre and design double major who
attended the forum, said she did
not know the college had a Sexual

EXCELLENT TEACHERS? YOU BET!
Please join the Excellence in Teaching Award Committee & the Center for
Innovation in Teaching Excellence in congratulating the recipients of the 2016
Excellence in Teaching Award:

Robert DiFazio

Michelle Rafacz

Business & Entrepreneurship Science & Mathematics

Wenhwa Ts’ao

Cinema Art & Science

We also acknowledge these Excellence in Teaching Award finalists:
Kathie Bergquist
Creative Writing
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Shannon Downey

Business & Entrepreneurship

Nami Mun

Creative Writing

President and CEO Kwang-Wu Kim
addressed collegewide questions
at an April 26 student forum.

Assault Awareness Education
Committee, and its initiatives
need to be better publicized.
“I haven’t seen a single poster or
heard anything on social media,”
French said of the committee.
There is still more to be done to
raise awareness of sexual assault
on campus, Kim said, adding that
if students are unable to easily join
the committee, they need other
ways to get involved.
“The first issue for us is to
make sure we’re in 100 percent
compliance or as close as possible
to federal regulations and [also]
making sure of open information
and inclusion,” Kim said. “We will
think about more ways to keep students [aware] of how they can
be involved.”
Kim also answered questions
about the college’s rebranding
process from Amanda Hamrick,
SGA’s executive vice president
and a junior interactive arts &
media major.

SEE FORUM, PAGE 11

Kim shares update,
answers student questions
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» ANDREA SALCEDO LLAURADO
CAMPUS REPORTER

administration convened April 25 at the
Collins Hall auditorium in the
624 S. Michigan Ave. Building
to update the college community
on the progress of the Strategic
Plan’s implementation and share
feedback on the process.
At the meeting, titled “Are We
Achieving Our Greatness?” Senior
Vice President and Provost Stan
Wearden said the plan’s implementation involves prioritizing areas
of the college, working on them for
the next five years, re-evaluating
goals and creating new priorities
for the following years.
“We all want to be on the same
road,” Wearden said. “We all want
to end up at the same destination
five years from now, but the road
can be broad.”
FACULT Y, STAFF AND

The Strategic Plan Implementation committees, which include
Universal Learning Outcomes;
Columbia Core; Integrated FirstYear Experience; Registration
and New Student Orientation; and
Community Engagement, along
with the separate Diversity, Equity
and Inclusion Committee broke into
small groups to discuss the Strategic
Plan’s progress, give feedback and
address any concerns from faculty
and staff.
Attendees could participate in
a discussion with each Strategic
Plan committee’s members.
Following the committee meetings, attendees reconvened for an
update on each committee’s discussion and progress.
Pegeen Quinn, associate provost
of Academy Personnel and chair
of the Community Engagement
Committee, said the members
accomplished their two goals to

define what qualifies as a community engagement activity and
conduct a collegewide survey
about these types of activities at
the college.
Quinn said the committee will
analyze its survey’s results to create a database and develop rubrics
to evaluate community engagement at the college.
Steven Corey, interim dean
of the School of Liberal Arts &
Sciences and the chair of the
Columbia Core Committee, said
his committee has come up with
essential courses consistent withthe ULO’s that are very similar to
the current LAS courses but also
include additional business and
communication courses.
“The big question the Core
Committee is dealing with now is
how do students navigate through
the core,” Corey said. “We have
come up with an idea for a better
term of pathways that students
can follow.”
Corey said one of the ideas the
committee has come up with to
develop these pathways is to create classes that allow students

» LOU FOGLIA/CHRONICLE

Senior Vice President and Provost Stan Wearden said the Strategic Plan’s
»
LOU FOGLIA/CHRONICLE
implementation
involves prioritizing and reassessing goals at the April 25
assembly at Collins Hall auditorium in the 624 S. Michigan Ave. Building.

to complete both their general
requirements and a minor. He
added that the committee has considered requiring the same number
of credits for all majors to simplify
the overall student experience.
Brian Marth, assistant provost
of Academic Services and a member of the Integrated First-Year
Experience Committee, said the
committee has discovered that
students define their college
experience by their departments
but struggle to identify with the
general Columbia experience.

Marth also said the committee is not sure whether one class
mimicking “First-Year Seminar”
could integrate students to the
Columbia experience. He added
that the committee has discussed
first-year mandatory advising,
credit benchmarks and curricular requirements for freshmen.
Robin Whatley, associate
professor in the Science &
Mathematics Department,
asked the IFYE committee if
they had considered how to
help students find their minors

SEE ASSEEMBLY, PAGE 11

Assembly recaps Strategic
Plan Committee’s work

Jammin’ with Jane
You’re invited to network and enjoy food, music by
Jukie Tha Kidd, dancing, and a photo booth this
Cinco de Mayo! Participate in a Silent Auction as we
help raise funds and awareness for…

The Andrew Weishar Foundation
(AWF)
and
The St. Nicholas Orphanage Fund
When: Thursday, May 5, 2016
Where: 101 Gallery at 33 E. Congress Pkwy, Chgo.
Time:

6:00 PM - 8:00PM

Price: $10 (Includes Buffet & Non-Alcoholic Drinks)
Please consider bringing new or gently
used clothing items to be donated.
Jammin’ with Jane is an annual fundraising event, hosted by
Columbia College Chicago’s Special Events and Promotions students.
www.jamminwithjane.com
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Faculty members rewarded
for classroom engagement

» EVAN BELL/CHRONICLE
The Excellence in Teaching Award Committee recognized Robert DiFazio, Michelle
Rafacz and Wenhwa Ts’ao (pictured) with awards for their strong teaching methods.

» CAROLYN BRADLEY
CAMPUS REPORTER
three
faculty members for outstanding teaching performance and
engaging students in the classroom in an April 20 emailed
announcement from Senior
THE COLLEGE RECOGNIZED

Vice President and Provost
Stan Wearden.
Robert DiFazio, an adjunct
professor in the Business &
Entrepreneurship Department;
Michelle Rafacz, an assistant professor in the Science &
Mathematics Department; and
Wenhwa Ts’ao, a professor in the

Cinema Art + Science Department,
all received the annual Excellence
in Teaching Award, which recognizes a professor’s notable classroom success. The awards were
presented at an April 29 ceremony at the Faculty Center in the
Alexandroff Campus Center, 600
S. Michigan Ave.
Christopher Shaw, chair of
the Excellence in Teaching
Award Committee and an assistant professor in the Science &
Mathematics Department, said
students and faculty selected
candidates for the award by
submitting nominating statements throughout the 2015–
2016 academic year.
“We’re looking for people who
have demonstrated not only a
consistent record of being good,
effective teachers but also ... people
who are interested in continuing
to develop their teaching scholarship,” Shaw said.
DiFazio, who has taught at
Columbia since the Fall 2005
Semester, said he primarily
teaches business and marketing

courses about the music industry
and has taught music production
courses in past years. He said he
likes the availability of programs
for first-year students, such as his
“The Business of Music” course.
“[The department has] made
available courses you would not
typically have access to unless
you were a major in that field or
had several prerequisites under
your belt,” DiFazio said. “Those
are good results for students
who are prepared to excel and
work hard.”
Rafacz, who began teaching
at Columbia in the Fall 2011
Semester, said adjusting from
teaching science majors to art
students has been a challenge,
but those in her class engage her
as much as she engages them. She
added that this challenge has
driven her to rethink the way she
teaches her material.
Rafacz said to avoid the
repetition of lecture material,
she uses visuals, videos and
research stories and creates
activities to debate topics in

the news that are relevant to
the class material.
“Wherever I can, I try to have
students spit back information in
a way that they can relate to their
own lives and how it might relate to
everybody else in the classroom,”
Rafacz said. “I try to take as many
opportunities as possible to get
students thinking about what I’m
teaching and talk to each other and
me about what it all means.”
Ts’ao has taught in the Cinema
Art + Science Department since
the Spring 2000 Semester. She
said she has taught foundation,
directing and production courses.
Ts’ao also said she enjoys teaching the undergraduate foundations courses in the Cinema Art
+ Science Department with new
students who are eager to learn.
“I really enjoy teaching levels of students who come from
different backgrounds,” Ts’ao
said. “It can be challenging but,
at the same time, invigorating for
me as a teacher.”

Parham, a first-year graduate
student; and Marketing Assistant
Adriana Prieto, a second-year
graduate student.
Kinter, who showcased work
about sexual assault at Manifest last
year, said she is in charge of behindthe-scenes logistics like reading
proposals, recruiting and training
volunteers and coordinating food
trucks for the festival.
Kinter said she wanted to experience organizing a large event.
“My favorite part is just seeing the
diverse amount of students we have;
they are so creative and interesting
in every way,” Kinter said.
Prieto said she worked on the
social media and marketing strategies for Manifest. She also helped
create the first 10-episode web series
showcasing departments’ work.
“This web series has let me get
to know every artist,” Prieto said.
“That is my favorite part—how
everything is connected.”
Parham said he learned a lot
from helping curate the graduate
showcases that will be shown on
May 12.
SPB will host a pop-up lounge at

900 S. Wabash Ave. featuring a “silent
disco,” which is popular at EDM concerts where people can listen and
dance to music while wearing headphones, said Ian Valiente, a senior business & entrepreneurship major and
SPB president.
The night will end with Biggest
Mouth winners ConSoul, a soulful hip-hop duo, opening for local
gospel rapper and headliner Sir the
Baptist on the Manifest Main Stage,
Wabash Avenue and 9th Street.
Valiente said ConSoul is the
perfect opener for Sir the Baptist,
who brings a lot of energy. Valiente
added that he hopes to see Sir
the Baptist’s career grow after
performing, as has happened for
previous headliners like Chance
The Rapper.
“We would like to say we are
trendsetters in the music industry, at least on a [collegiate] level,”
Valiente said.
Unlike previous years, Kelly said
he looks forward to the festival’s
events going later into the evening,
continuing the celebratory energy.

cbradley@chroniclemail.com

MANIFEST, FROM FRONT

Manifest aims to ‘animate’ art community
» LAUREN KOSTIUK
CAMPUS EDITOR

together on
May 13 for the final celebration
of the academic year, uniting
every department to celebrate
the 16th annual Manifest Urban
Arts Festival.
More than 2,000 student artists
and performers will “animate” the
Wabash Arts Corridor by performing on 11 stages, showcasing work
in 13 galleries and finishing the
installation of 17 full-length murals.
Cassidy Kapson, a senior design
major and creative director for
Manifest, said she developed
the theme “animate” after being
inspired by Columbia students and
the South Loop community.
“Animate ties back together how
we all connect and exist as moving parts in a larger community,”
Kapson said.
Mark Kelly, vice president of
Student Success, said Manifest has
grown as a major citywide festival
COLUMBIA WILL COME

attracting more than 30,000 people
annually from Chicago’s arts and
culture community.
“We invite the public because
anyone that cares about art in the
city should care about Manifest,”
Kelly said.
Manifest will kick off with the
fourth annual “Great Convergence,”
as approximately 2,400 graduates
march south down Wabash Avenue.
The procession will include
large puppets, a marching band,
the student color guard and the
dance squad.
Following the procession, Kelly
will lead graduate students in his
annual “Hell yeah, we did it” speech
on top of a bus with a megaphone.
“It’s the bookend to when new
students start at convocation, and
it was each individual saying ‘Hell
yeah.’ Now it’s ‘Hell yeah, we did it,’”
Kelly said. “It is a collective journey.”
The day will continue with
department showcases, musical
performances, tours of the arts corridor, unveilings of group exhibitions
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and screenings of student films.
The culmination of Big Walls, a
two-week project from May 1–13
that will bring 18 international, local,
alumni and current student artists’
work to the WAC, will take place at
the Papermaker’s Garden, located at
the intersection of Wabash Avenue
and 8th Street.
Shannon Bourne, assistant director of Student Activities and the
adviser of the Student Programming
Board, said she oversees the logistics of Manifest, including the 90
college liaisons who organize events
and showcases. She also manages
the Manifest Student Production
team that helps plan the event.
“It is really rewarding for me to
be able to see what students are
producing and seeing them enjoy
[Manifest],” Bourne said.
The Manifest Student Production
team is made up of three business &
entrepreneurship students, including Production Assistant Grace
Kinter, a sophomore; Graduate
Showcase Assistant Charleston

lkostiuk@chroniclemail.com
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Arti Café
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Erika Kooda, Student Government Association vice president of communications
and a junior business & entrepreneurship and radio double major, said both public and private institutions deserve funding from the state.
MAP, FROM PAGE 4

students for the 2015–2016
academic year.
Hughes said both DePaul students and students throughout
the state will be better off if the
legislature can build on and pass
a complete budget.
“We remain committed to honoring MAP funding for incoming
and transfer students for the fall,”
Hughes said. “Given our mission,
we also will do as much as we can
to maximize our support next fall
for students who choose to continue to pursue degrees at DePaul.”

Kooda said she thinks private
institutions should be funded
because they attract a great number
of students to Illinois who increase
the state’s revenue over time.
Kooda said she hopes the government can either fully fund
MAP grants or offer additional
sources of revenue for students
if the budget stalemate persists.
“This responsibility should not
fall on [Columbia],” Kooda said.
“They need to make a decision.
We cannot operate without a
budget anymore.”
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15% OFF

412 S. MICHIGAN AVE.
CHICAGO, IL 60605

Students, faculty, and staff

312.939.7855

Mon - Thurs
Void Friday - Sunday

Breakfast · Lunch · Dinner · After Theater · Fine Wines · Great Spirits · Espresso

WE DELIVER!

1150 S. WABASH AVE.
CHICAGO, IL 60605

312.583.9940

Gelato · Espresso · Desserts · Soup · Salads · Sandwiches · Burgers · Wraps

www.artists-cafe.com
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The college’s marketing firm,
Ologie, which, according to its
website, has handled branding
for Northwestern, Gonzaga,
Purdue, Pratt Institute and
other universities, will have
plans ready to present to the college community in the fall that
will include creating a cohesive
image for the college. Kim said
the main goal of the initiative is
to create a way for the college to
describe itself.
Hamrick said she understands
the difficulty the college may

face while attempting to rebrand
its image to outsiders.
“Our college is one of the hardest colleges in Illinois to brand,”
Hamrick said. “We have worked so
hard to be diverse and unique and
different,” she said, adding that these
qualities made branding difficult.
Kim said the college decided on
a branding messaging platform
that will help Columbia be seen
as a serious institution.
“This is not about reinventing
Columbia; it’s about taking it up
a notch this fall,” Kim said.
mbennett@chroniclemail.com

everything they need to know
when they first arrive at the colduring their freshman year.
lege, including which classes to
Suzanne Blum Malley, senior take, where to live and how to pay
associate provost and chair of the for school.
IFYE Committee, said one of the
Onye Ozuzu, dean of the School
main objectives of the curricular of Fine & Performing Arts and the
plan is to further engage students chair of the Diversity, Equity and
in their majors early on and to have Inclusion Committee, said the
major and minor combinations.
members of the DEI Committee
Andrew Whatley, assistant have addressed the question of
dean of the School of Liberal Arts defining diversity, equity and
& Sciences and committee mem- inclusion during meetings.
ber, said the Registration and New
“There are some members of the
Student Orientation Committee committee that feel like it is very
created a first-year student pack- important that we define it on an
age that would tell new students institutional level, and there are
ASSEMBLY, FROM PAGE 7

some members of the committee
that feel we should be at a point
where we understand the urgency
for action,” Ozuzu said.
Ozuzu added that the committee will continue to meet and ask
other committees what the college
would look like if diversity, equity
and inclusion were thriving.
“[The Strategic Plan] is not an
effort to change our [college] culture,” Wearden said. “It is an effort
to keep the progress going and to
keep us all moving in a collective
common direction.”
asalcedo@chroniclemail.com

Join Columbia College Chicago’s American Sign Language Department for..

ASL Institute
Summer Session I 2016

Introduction to ASL

Six Week Workshop concentrates on development of
conversational fluency in American Sign Language (ASL).
Our Deaf Faculty teach the workshop. More information
including workshop description can be found online
Tuesdays
at colum.edu/asl.

Course Fee: $110.00

May 24th – June 28th
6:00p.m. – 8:00 p.m.

Introduction to American Sign Language Part II
A Continuing Six Week Workshop further concentrates
on development of conversational fluency in American
Sign Language (ASL). Our Deaf Faculty teach
the workshop. More information
including workshop description can be found online
at colum.edu/asl.
Pre-requisite: Introduction to American Sign Language

Course Fee: $110.00

#ColumASL

REGISTER: www.colum.edu/asl - For more information, contact Nina at ncampbell@colum.edu
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Is now hIrIng
for fALL 2016
Positions available for:

Copy Editors
Advertising & Marketing Sales
Graphic Designers
Opinions Editor
Photo Editors
Office Assistant

Webmaster
Campus Reporters
Metro Reporters
Arts & Culture Reporters
Multimedia Reporters
Freelancers (any section)

AppLy todAy!
Applications available online:

ColumbiaChronicle.com/employment
Office lOcated at:
33 E. Congress Parkway
Suite 224
312.369.8999
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Ferris Bueller to take over Chicago again » Page 18
» Photos Courtesy VICTORIA ELENA NONES

SIT Social will offer a “Paint Your Pets” portrait class at its dog lounge where owners can paint pictures of their dogs or pets.

Lakeview throws
dog lounge a bone
» GRETCHEN STERBA
ARTS & CULTURE REPORTER

less “ruff” for dog
owners in Lakeview with the May 14
arrival of a new “dog lounge.”
Victoria Elena Nones, founder and CEO
of the pet boutique SIT Chicago, said she
is “thrilled” to open the company’s first dog
lounge in May for dog lovers and owners in
Lakeview called SIT Social. The lounge
will be located at 3920 N. Ashland Ave., a
location distinct from the boutique’s 1504
N. Dearborn Parkway location.
“I want this to be like a dog’s living
room—a space where they can come and be
at their friend’s house to play,” Nones said.
Nones founded SIT in 2012 so dogs could
receive a boutique version of doggy day
care. Her idea for a dog lounge came from
a desire to cater to the social needs of her
clients and reinvent doggie daycare.
Nones said SIT offers an exclusive level
of quality canine care, enrolling just 10–15
dogs. The daycare costs $30 and goes from
10 a.m. to 2 p.m., Nones said.
LIFE COULD BECOME

The dog lounge will also offer various
activities for dog owners including “Doggie
Singles Nights,” which can take some
stress out of human and pet socializing.
This event costs $80–$100 per person,
Nones explained, as most events actually
range from $10–$100.
“We know everybody here is single, and
you bring your dogs out, [so] you’re here to

have a good time,” Nones said. “It takes a
lot of that pressure off so you can naturally
socialize with other people.”
Entertaining types can come to
“Dogprov,” a live show in which owners can
perform improv with their dogs.
Nones, who received comedy training at
the Second City and is also the executive
director of Women in Comedy in Chicago,
said dogs will be able to participate in an
upcoming improv showcase she is producing for SIT.
“Essentially, the improvisers take the
dogs on stage with them and have the
chance to find creative ways to make the
dog part of a scene,” Nones said.

However, Nones said the dogs must pass
a behavioral evaluation before participating in SIT events to ensure they are friendly,
non-aggressive, healthy and vaccinated.
“We’re five-star rated online [on Yelp,
Google and Facebook] and my hope is to
continue that reputation,” Nones said.
Julie Schultz, a Lakeview resident who
owns two 1-year-old huskies, said she is
interested in visiting the dog lounge and
is already familiar with SIT and another
one of its programs, the “Paint Your Pets”
portrait class.
Schultz, who sometimes brings her
1-year-old pups to her office as an editor
at a video company, said she enjoys events
she can bring her dogs to instead of leaving
them at home.
“I always try to find lists things you can
do with your dog in the city because sometimes cities aren’t the most dog-friendly
places to be,” Schultz said. “Anywhere I
can go and be able to include my dogs—I’m
totally in.”
Quality care for clients and a desire to
reinvent doggie daycare triggered Nones’
interest in developing a dog lounge, primarily for her clients.
Ian Sherwin, is Nones’ boyfriend and
owner and teacher at Ian Sherwin Gallery,
the gallery next door to the SIT Chicago
space. He helped teach the “Paint Your Pets”
class after Nones realized she and Sherwin
could collaborate.
After teaching a painting class as a BYOB
social event for five years, Sherwin said
many participants would bring their drink
of choice and wanted to paint pictures of
their pets, which is one of the many activities SIT now offers.
“[Nones’] concept is a place that we can
have these pet owners come together with
their pets being well taken care of and
pampered a wee bit,” Sherwin said. “The
benefit of this community is to provide a
nice sanctuary for pets.”
gsterba@chroniclemail.com

Dogs and their owners can visit SIT Social, a dog lounge opening in Lakeview at 3920 N. Ashland Ave. on May 14.
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Wednesday, May 4
ELEPHANT
Lincoln Hall
2424 N. Lincoln Ave.
8 p.m.
$13, 18+

» JACOB WITTICH

MANAGING EDITOR

Music devalued by Tidal,
Apple Music 'exclusives'

W

ith new releases from
Drake and Beyoncé, among
others, this past week in
music was eventful—for everyone
except Spotify subscribers.
Lemonade, Beyoncé's sixth solo album,
was released April 23 exclusively on
streaming service Tidal after debuting on
HBO. Days later, the album was available
for purchase in the iTunes store but still
could only be streamed through Tidal.
Similarly, Drake's highly anticipated
album Views was finally released April
29 exclusively for streaming on Apple's
streaming service, Apple Music, and
for purchase in the iTunes store.
Since the rise of music streaming,
Spotify was widely regarded as the top
music streaming service. Streaming
succeeded in limiting music piracy as it
allowed a cheaper alternative to purchasing music without unlicensed torrenting.
In 2015, with the launch of additional
streaming services including Tidal
and Apple Music, this changed.
This influx of music streaming
services has crowded the marketplace
and done more harm than good to
the music industry, sparking a series
of "streaming wars" in which each
service relies on platform-exclusive
releases to draw new subscribers.
The convenience of streaming was
that users could access all the music they
desired in one location. This value, however, is lost when major artists choose to
release music exclusively to one platform.
Music fans should not be expected to
spend money on monthly memberships
for every streaming service available to
enjoy their favorite releases of the year.
Purchasing memberships for multiple streaming services eliminates the
affordability of streaming. Rather than
spending money on every individual
album released, listeners must instead
spend just as much—if not more—money
annually on streaming subscriptions
access to their favorite artists' releases.
Many people are not willing to
14 THE CHRONICLE MAY 2, 2016

Tuesday, May 3

IMARHAN

BIG BLACK DELTA

Schubas Tavern
3159 N. Southport Ave.
8 p.m.
$15, 21+

The Empty Bottle
1035 N. Western Ave.
9 p.m.
$15, 21+

Tuesday, May 3

subscribe to an additional streaming service for the sake of accessing
a single platform-exclusive album
and instead turn to pirating.
For example, Kanye West's newest
album, The Life of Pablo, was available
exclusively on Tidal for weeks following
its release. According to a Feb. 16 BBC
article, Kanye's album was illegally
torrented more than half a million times
within the first two days of its release.
Jay Z—along with a roster of music
superstars like Beyoncé, Madonna,
Rihanna, Nicki Minaj and Alicia Keys—
launched Tidal in 2015 with the promise
of "re-establishing the value of music."
In an interview with Billboard published after Tidal's launch, Jay Z said,
"People are not respecting the music, and
[are] devaluing it and devaluing what
it really means. People really feel like
music is free but will pay $6 for water."
Ironically, Tidal seems to have done the
opposite. The rise of music streaming was
moving the art of music back to a place
of value. However, the increased competition in the streaming market as well as
the introduction of platform-exclusive
releases has actually moved people back
toward a place of devaluing music.
The music industry took a giant step
forward with the introduction of music
streaming, but the increased competition is
now pushing that progress two steps back.
jwittich@chroniclemail.com

Thursday, May 5

Friday, May 6

WILD NOTHING

PONY TIME

Thalia Hall
1807 S. Allport St.
9:30 p.m.
$15, 17+

GMan Tavern
3740 N. Clark St.
10 p.m.
$8, 21+

FROM THE FRONT ROW

Taylor Goldsmith, lead vocalist
and guitarist for the folk-rock
band Dawes, performed April
27 with the Los Angeles quartet
at The Vic Theatre, 3145 N.
Sheffield Ave.
See Page 19 for concert review.

» G-JUN YAM/CHRONICLE

Tom May, singer and
guitarist of The Menzingers, performed during the
band's show at The Metro
on Nov. 20.

» SANTIAGO COVARRUBIAS/CHRONICLE
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American Authors talks ‘the next level’
THE CHRONICLE: How is the new
album different from previous ones?
ZAC BARNETT: We tried to take a lot of the
stuff that our fans like and love about us from
Oh, What a Life and take that to the next level
as far as sounds go. [We] brought back some of
the old instruments like mandolin and banjo
but also experimented with a lot of different
sounds like vocal samples. We brought back
a lot of piano [and] bigger harmonies.
Lyrically, the first album was much more
about where we’d come from and the journey
to where we’re at now. This one is really more
focused on what we live for right now, all the
obstacles and struggles we have in the future
and what we’re doing today.

American Authors started as The
Blue Pages in 2007 when their
members were attending Berklee
College of Music in Boston.

» Courtesy JESSE DEFORIO

» ZOË EITEL
ARTS & CULTURE REPORTER

T

wo years after American Authors’
debut album reached gold status, the
indie rock band is set to release its
sophomore album, What We Live For, on
July 1.
Best known for the single “Best Day of My
Life,” American Authors achieved worldwide recognition after the song was featured
on TV shows and commercials, movies and
video games and certified triple platinum.

The song was released as a single, a track
on the band’s self-titled EP and on its first
full-length album, Oh, What a Life.
Leading up to the release of What We
Live For, American Authors will perform in
“intimate” club settings on a tour scheduled
to stop May 4 at the Subterranean, 2011 W.
North Ave., for a sold-out show.
The Chronicle spoke with American
Authors’ vocalist Zac Barnett about What
We Live For, how the band has stayed together
for nearly 10 years and the name change from
The Blue Pages to American Authors.

How long has What We Live For been
in the works?
We worked on this album for a year or so.
We’ve been writing for it and coming up
with different songs and working on it. It
was crazy because, when we first started
recording about a year ago, we came up with
a bunch of material [so] we could have just
stopped, and we would have had an album
right there. In just the last few months, we
kept writing, and some of our best material came out of those sessions. A bunch of
those songs ended up making the album
and taking over.

Why did the band’s name change from
The Blue Pages to American Authors?
We were living in a new city—we had
moved to Brooklyn, New York—and our
music had just changed so much from
where it began. We were being influenced
by so many new things that it was just time
for a fresh start.
We’ve grown as people over the years,
and our music has progressed. It’s always
been rock music and pop music, and one
of the best parts of where our music is
now is that when we came up with our
first album, we weren’t really trying to
fit into any sort of label or scene. We were
just having fun and writing the lyrics that
came from the heart and adding in any
kind of sound we could.
What has kept American Authors
together for so long?
It’s always nice, especially when you’re in a
collaborative setting, to be open-minded, to
be open to new ideas and to be open to working with one another. I think the biggest
things [are] communication and listening.
It’s the most important part about all relationships—always being open and hearing
the other person’s side.
zeitel@chroniclemail.com

Feelin’ the love
» GRETCHEN STERBA

» JAKE MILLER

“Oh Comely”

» LAUREN KOSTIUK

ARTS & CULTURE REPORTER

OFFICE ASSISTANT

Staff Playlist
» ZOË HAWORTH

CAMPUS EDITOR

GRAPHIC DESIGNER

Neutral Milk Hotel

“Rocket”

Beyoncé

“Jackie and Wilson”

Hozier

“Glycerine”

Bush

“L-O-V-E”

Nat King Cole

“Sweet Disposition”

The Temper Trap

“Good Friday”

Why?

“In the Morning”

“Summer Holiday 1999”
“Ingenue”

Momus
Atoms for Peace
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“My Kind”
“Amor Prohibido”

J. Cole feat. Drake
Hilary Duff
Selena

“Us”
“She’s Got You High”
“Take It Easy”

Regina Spektor
Mumm-Ra
White Denim

“Fallingforyou”
“Wake Me”
“Till Kingdom Come”
“Bubble Toes”
“Kiss Me”

The 1975
Bleachers
Coldplay
Jack Johnson
Ed Sheeran
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» ARIEL PARRELLA-AURELI
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THE CHICAGO READER, known as the

» G-JUN YAM/CHRONICLE
The Chicago Reader’s “Save the Chicago Reader” petition gained attention on
social media April 21 and has been supported by local musicians and businesses.

The Reader, over the years, has suffered
through cuts, and we felt it was time to
draw attention to it and let the world
know what we are working under.
— Ben Joravsky

city’s oldest alternative weekly
publication, issued a public cry for
help April 21—not for a civic cause
but for its own survival.
The publication shocked social
media followers by unrolling a
“Save The Chicago Reader” petition from the staff sponsored by
the Chicago News Guild, a labor
union that represents employees
of local media.
The petition asks Wrapports
LLC, the company that owns The
Reader as well as the Chicago
Sun-Times, for more resources,
including higher wages, limits on
section cutbacks and more funds
to enable the publication to hire
new employees to increase the
quality of coverage.

“We recognize the fiscal challenges of the media business, but
relentless cuts mean withdrawing from the fight, not meeting
it head-on,” the petition read.
“Ownership must invest in marketing, advertising, and digital
operations and enrich editorial
content, or The Reader will die.”
Ben Joravsky, a staff writer for
The Reader since 1990 and the
petition’s spokesman, said it is the
staff’s call for collective bargaining with its owners as part of an
ongoing contract negotiation. He
said the petition is also an effort to
do something positive for the publication and show the community
what is at stake.
“The Reader, over the years, has
suffered through cuts, and we felt
it was time to draw attention to it
and let the world know what we
are working under,” Joravsky said.

He said the petition is meant to
make readers aware of the constraints the paper has been operating under since Wrapports bought
the publication in 2012.
“The Reader staff is really
stretched thin,” he said. “They are
doing a fantastic job under really
trying circumstances.”
Jim Kirk, editor-in-chief of the
Sun-Times, said in an April 25
emailed statement that the SunTimes and The Reader have no
plans to merge, and the company
continues to negotiate with The
Reader in good faith
“The Reader remains a strong
voice in the community, and we
have every intention of keeping
it that way, despite the growing
challenges all media companies
face,” Kirk said.
According to a journalism
study conducted by the Pew
Research Center in 2015, The
Reader was ranked fourth
in terms of circulation out of
the 20 top weekly alternative
newspapers in the nation in
2014. The Reader was one of
SEE READER, PAGE 27

Community unites to
‘Save The Chicago Reader’

230 S. Wabash Ave, Chicago, IL
Near Jackson Blvd.

312-427-5580

800-421-1899

M-F : 8:30am-5:30pm
SAT: 8:30am-5pm

24 HOUR FAX
Fax: 312-427-1898
www.centralcamera.com

Additional
5% Discount
For students,
teachers and
faculty on most supplies

Offering the “gift” of photography. Photographic headquarters since 1899— Our “117th year”
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INVITE YOU
TO A SPECIAL
ADVANCE
SCREENING
Stop by the offices of
the Columbia Chronicle
located at
33 East Congress, Suite 224
Chicago

for your chance to
win a pass for two to
the special advance
screening on
Tuesday, May 10.
No purchase necessary. One pass per person.
Screening passes valid strictly for Columbia College
Chicago students, staff, and faculty only and are
distributed at the discretion of the promotional
partner. Those that have received a screening pass
or promotional prize within the last 90 days are
not eligible.
HIGH-RISE has been rated R for violence, disturbing
images, strong sexual content/graphic nudity,
language and some drug use.

OPENING EXCLUSIVELY AT THE MUSIC BOX THEATER ON MAY 13
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[parade] scene in the movie [at the
recreation],” Blanchard said. “The
South Shore Drill Team is doing
the entire number from the ‘Twist
and Shout’ parade. Even though
you only saw bits and pieces of it in
the movie, there’s a whole routine
they’re going to be performing.”
On display all weekend at Virgin
Hotels Chicago, 203 N. Wabash
Ave., will be a recreation of Bueller’s
bedroom created by Toronto-based
artist Sarah Keenlyside.
Keenlyside created the replica of
the bedroom for the annual “Come
Up to My Room” contest in Toronto,
where artists take over floors of
the Gladstone Hotel and decorate
rooms. She said it took about five
months to put it all together.
“I was asked to submit an idea [for
CUTMR], and I’ve wanted to do
this [bedroom] for years for that
event,” Keenlyside said. “If there
was any room I wanted to design,
it would be Bueller’s room.”
Keenlyside said making
the bedroom perfect became
a “crazy obsession” for her.
She said she looked closely at
frames from the movie to get

SEE FERRIS, PAGE 26

Ferris Fest—
‘Anyone? Anyone?’

A “Shermer High School 1986
Spring Dance” at the Athletico
Center in Northbrook is planned
for May 20, allowing guests to
mingle with several actors from
the film and take pictures with a
replica of the Ferrari the characters borrowed in the movie.
“We are encouraging people who
come [to the dance] to do cosplay
as their favorite ‘Ferris Bueller’
character or to just dress in 1980sera clothing,” Blanchard said.
Other filming locations around
Northshore and Downtown
Chicago will be visited during
tours on May 21–22. The tours
will leave in six buses both morn» Courtesy BEN ROFFELSEN
ings from the Gorton Community
Toronto artist Sarah Keenlyside created a replica of Ferris Bueller’s bedroom from the 1986 film “Ferris Bueller’s Day Off”
Center
in Lake Forest, which also
that will be on display at Chicago’s Ferris Fest May 20–22.
holds the John & Nancy Hughes
Honoring the 30th anniversary
“I was surprised nobody was Theater where there will be two
» ZOË EITEL
ARTS & CULTURE REPORTER
of the John Hughes-directed film doing anything to commemorate nights of “Ferris Bueller’s Day Off”
“Ferris Bueller’s Day Off,” Chicago this movie for the 30th anniver- screenings and Q&As with some
FERRIS BUELLER AND his friends
will host its first Ferris Fest May sary,” Blanchard said. “I thought actors from the film.
The festival will eventually lead
Cameron and Sloan made film 20–22.
about it more and was like, ‘Well,
into
the recreation of the “Twist
history in 1986 by spending a day
The festival, created by event why don’t we do something?’”
and
Shout”
parade scene from the
playing hooky from school, trav- organizer David Blanchard, grew
The festival will last all weekfilm
during
the afternoon May 22.
eling around Chicago and com- out of his plans to visit the mov- end and travel throughout Illinois,
“We’re
going
to be having some of
mitting crazy stunts like taking ie’s filming locations with a few including stops in Lake Forest,
the
groups
that
performed in the
over a parade.
friends for the anniversary.
Northbrook and Chicago.
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Dawes brings ‘All Your
Favorite Bands’ to The Vic

T

he audience waited eagerly with drinks in hand to
“raise a glass,” a mantra the
folk band Dawes sings in its song
“Things Happen.” The group performed April 27 at The Vic Theatre.
The Los Angeles-based band
performed a sold-out show at the
concert hall, located at 3145 N.
Sheffield Ave., bringing songs of
lost love to the stage.
Taylor Goldsmith, the passionate
frontman who plays both lead guitar and vocals, and the rest of the
quartet led the crowd into a spiral
of emotions, ranging from postbreak-up sorrows to a “life goes on”
mantra, leaving the crowd elated.
“I feel connected,” Goldsmith
told his fans at towards the end
of the show.

Songs from All Your Favorite
Bands, the group’s fourth studio
album, released last June, created
a sonically pleasing vibe for the
crowd, which was swept up in the
inspirational lyrics.
Dawes opened the concert with
“Things Happen,” a song from the
band’s most recent album that
discusses all of the unpredictable circumstances life throws
at everyone.
Goldsmith belted out the chorus,
“Let’s make a list of all the things
the world has put you through /
Let’s raise a glass to all the people you’re not speaking to / I don’t
know what else you wanted me to
say to you / Things happen, that’s
all they ever do.”
For the last four weeks, Dawes
has toured with opening act Hiss
Golden Messenger, an American
folk solo act from North Carolina,

» G-JUN YAM/CHRONICLE
Taylor Goldsmith, the lead vocalist and guitarist for the folk-rock Los Angeles-based group Dawes, led the rest of the allmale quartet in high spirits at The Vic Theatre, 3145 N. Sheffield Ave.

but Goldsmith said performing
in Chicago was a highlight of the
group’s tour.
“This is pretty unbelievable for
us,” Goldsmith gushed. “We’ve
been coming to Chicago since we

opened for Delta Spirit at Schubas
[Tavern], so a night like this is
really special for us.”
The band prides itself on its
live performances, which was
evident at the show. Dawes

dragged out many of its songs,
switching from banging riffs
on electric guitars to soft
acoustic sounds.
The band excelled with “Now
That It’s Too Late, Maria,” a

SEE DAWES, PAGE 26

» GRETCHEN STERBA
ARTS & CULTURE REPORTER
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Queer hip-hop:
breaking down barriers
C

hicago-born rapper Big Dipper seems to share
physical attributes with a hip-hop star like Rick
Ross: a hefty build, big chains, busty video vixens
and hyper-sexualized lyrics. But the similarities end there.
Big Dipper is part of the rap scene known as “queer
hip-hop,” which has a distinctly different message and
audience, although the same fascination with jewelry
and high fashion, Big Dipper said.
“All these boys look like pretty boys wearing designer
clothes, but no one in the mainstream is talking about
being gay,” Big Dipper said.
And that’s a problem: Queer content—and the rappers
themselves—has been marginalized, and mass success
is out of reach for these performers, Big Dipper said.
Big Dipper is not alone in his belief. Other queer rappers, including Le1f, Mykki Blanco and Cakes Da Killa,
have gained loyal followings but have yet to break into
mainstream hip-hop, where they’re often classified as a
subgenre—“queer rap.” Appropriation of gay culture—
and, in particular, slang—is at the forefront of hip-hop,
but gay artists themselves are kept out of the spotlight.
Within queer social circles, gay rappers, like Big
Dipper and West Coast performance-based duo Double
Duchess, have been extremely successful, gaining a
cult-like following through social media followers and
club promotions worldwide.
Big Dipper said queer hip-hop took off in 2012 under
the phrase “homo-hop” because queer rappers wanted
to own their sexual identities through rapping.
“They wanted to make their own name for themselves
in order to be seen,” Big Dipper said. “The backlash was
that a lot of artists were saying, ‘Well, why do I have to be
gay? Why can’t I just be an artist, speak to the truth of my
own life, and if people want to listen, they want to listen?’”
The mainstream hip-hop community has had a long
history of homophobia. Eminem, for example, has been
heavily criticized for using derogatory slurs aimed at the
LGBT community.
In addition, prominent rappers in the hip-hop community have been accused of being on the “down-low,” or
hiding their sexuality, in order to maintain their prominence in the mainstream community.
Hip-hop also faces the same problem as other popular music genres—cannibalizing its influences without
extending credit, queer rappers say.
Big Dipper said as a white rapper, he is always aware of
appropriation because he is working in a predominantly
black music genre.
“It’s like that T-shirt that says, ‘White girls copying gay
guys copying black women,’” Big Dipper said. “It’s all
20 THE CHRONICLE MAY 2, 2016

about privilege. Culture is initiated in one group, and
someone who has more access and privilege borrows
from it, and they get seen as an innovator.”
Krylon Superstar of Double Duchess said the appropriation of queer rap culture is nothing new. He notes
how popular music has appropriated queer culture
since the disco era, when Donna Summer “ripped off”
Sylvester’s music.
“The gay world has always been for fronting a lot
of what is subculturally interesting,” Krylon said. “It’s
part of the very fabric of being queer because we have
a community that’s consistently changing creatively.”
The appropriation of gay culture is not only evident in
hip-hop but almost every form of pop music. Madonna
turned the underground dance “voguing” into a worldwide phenomenon, and hair metal in the ‘80s turned
the masculine world of rock ‘n’ roll into a scene full of
crimped hair and lip-liner.
Alain-Philippe Durand, director of the University of
Arizona’s African studies program and founder of the
country’s first college major focusing on hip-hop, said
the rap community has always been a sort of melting pot
of different subgenres. He said he does not understand
why queer rappers would not also have a place in the
mainstream genre. In the old-school days of hip-hop, the
ideological type of rap like Public Enemy’s song “Fight
the Power” and Grand Master Flash’s “The Message,”
took a more political stance. Though, other subgenres
of hip-hop like the comedic type of rap from artists like
The Fat Boys and the Beastie Boys were also popular
on the radio.
“If you look at rap itself among heterosexual male
rappers, you don’t just have one kind of rap, and it has
always been that way,” Durand said.
If, in theory, the hip-hop umbrella ought to be all-inclusive, as Durand said, queer rappers contend it is very
exclusionary in its practice.
Big Dipper said queer rappers have
always felt pressure to hide their
sexuality in the mainstream rap
community, while heterosexual
rappers have always dominated
the genre.
davO, who makes up
Double Duchess with
Krylon Superstar, said it is
difficult for queer rappers
to be taken seriously as hiphop artists because of the
homosexual themes present
in queer hip-hop. davO said
music of all genres includes
sexually-charged lyrics, but those
sexual themes are considered taboo
» Courtesy BOB BOTTLE
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Cazwell is an East Coastbased “queer rapper,” known
for songs like “Ice Cream Truck”
and “All Over Your Face.”

FEATURE

» Courtesy RENE RODRIGUEZ

Chicago-born rapper Big Dipper
was recently featured on the
Viceland show “Balls Deep.”

in hip-hop when coming from a
gay male.
“It’s still taboo to be referred to
as a queer hip-hop artist because
the reality is you’ll suffer on a
mainstream level,” davO said.
“The ability to cross over to the
mainstream is more difficult
the more explicit you are about
sucking d--k. Those are things
that are just not going to fly. But
at the same time, some people
need to talk about it and that’s
the reality of their lifestyle.”
Many queer rappers who want
to reach a wider audience walk the
fine line of trying to shake off the “gay”
label without abandoning their queer
identities. But those hopes have proven to be
nothing more than wishful thinking. Heterosexual
artists have been championed for embracing the gay
community, but many gay rappers remain isolated to
the “homo-hop” genre.
The market began to improve for queer rappers
about four years ago, though, when heterosexual rappers began showing signs of abandoning the genre’s

“[Mainstream artists] take a lot of the things we do
in the gay community and take credit for it without ever
giving us the proper recognition,” Nobby said. “If you
have someone like Nicki Minaj talking about ‘shade,’ that
doesn’t help us much. But if you put more support behind
gay artists, we can show where the art comes from rather
than praising people like Madonna or Macklemore.”
Cazwell, an East Coast-based gay rapper, said he
does not foresee hip-hop becoming more inclusive in
the near future given the genre’s history of homophobia.
“If you’re a straight-up hip-hop label, you’re probably
not looking to sign a group or rapper who’s ‘out’ or gay if
you know your clientele has association issues with that,”
Cazwell said. “That’s basically the problem. Being gay
is never seen as a positive [in rap].”
However, Krylon thinks change could happen, citing
Prince’s success despite his androgynous style and sexual fluidity. Krylon said while Prince was able to reach
a broader audience with his music, the queer hip-hop
community still has a long way to go to reach that level.
“When he first came out with Controversy, he talked
a lot about, ‘Am I black or white? Am I gay or straight?’
And how forward thinking it was to even say that and still
have people in the hood singing about that was absolutely
amazing,” Krylon said. “But there’s still going to be a
slow progression for people to get over [being gay].”

All these boys look like pretty boys wearing
“
designer clothes but no one in the mainstream
,
is talking about being gay.

» Courtesy JADER

—Big Dipper

Double Duchess is a San
Francisco rap duo made of Krylon Superstar and davO known
for its performance art-inspired
music videos.

homophobic reputation. Rapper Lil B named his EP
I’m Gay (I’m Happy), Macklemore & Ryan Lewis’ gay
rights anthem “Same Love” won mainstream success
and Nicki Minaj embraced the gay community in her
performances and an interview with Out magazine, all
suggesting gay rappers may soon be welcomed in the
established hip-hop arena.
But some rappers in the queer hip-hop community would prefer not to be labeled at all.
Sissy Nobby, a prominent figure in the
New Orleans bounce music scene—
an energetic New Orleans-based
rap style of the city with roots dating back to the ‘80s—said he
wants to have his music appeal
to a broader audience, instead
of being pigeonholed to the
queer demographic.
“I don’t want to make the
music seem too gay,” Nobby
said. “I’d rather ease my way
into [the rap scene]. But, I also
want everyone to relate to my
music and understand where I’m
coming from.”
However, Nobby does not hide his
sexuality. He said it is important for gay
artists to continue to speak out honestly to
show how gay culture influences music.

”

Michael Kolar, owner of Soundscape Studios, a recording studio in Uptown, said artists’ queer identities should
not detract from the music they create.
“It shouldn’t take away from anything,” Kolar said.
“There is no tenet or pillar of hip-hop that says it should
be straight only. It’s not detracting from its origins or
principles that have obviously been so forgotten about
at this point anyway. No one knows what the five pillars
of hip-hop [rapping, breakdancing, DJing, graffiti and
knowledge] are anymore, anyway. It’s become mainstream music now.”
Many queer hip-hop artists are still in no rush to sign
with a major label. Independent artists are gaining
more popularity with self-released music more than
ever before.
Big Dipper may never be as widely successful as famous
rappers like Rick Ross, but he said he is OK with that.
He’d rather shape his career without the help of a major
label looking to pigeonhole him as a gay artist.
“We’re breaking down those barriers now, so you
don’t have to be a queer audience member in order to
listen to a queer artist,” Big Dipper said. “It used to be
so much more of a political statement than it is today.
Back then, if you were making music with gay content,
it was about speaking up and being political. Now, it’s
more about self-expression because so many awesome
and brave artists paved the way for us.”
shall@chroniclemail.com
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Recipe

Presto Pesto
» KATLYN TOLLY

W

COPY EDITOR

hether you’re throwing
a stay-at-home dinner
party with your roommates or cooking a snack for a
late-night study session, you can
never go wrong with pasta. I enjoy
making it because it’s a blank canvas. You’re able to create a variety
of flavors through sauces, spices,
vegetables and meat. One of my
personal favorites is a mouth-watering pesto pasta.

» LOU FOGLIA/CHRONICLE

Ingredients:
8 ounces penne pasta
4 cups fresh basil leaves
1/3 cup pine nuts

2 cloves garlic
1/2 cup olive oil
1/2 cup Parmesan
1 teaspoon salt
1 teaspoon pepper

Directions:
1. In a large pot, boil 4
quarts of water.
2. Add penne noodles to

the water and cook for
10–12 minutes.
3. Drain the noodles and
place the noodles in a
separate bowl.
4. Using a blender,w mix
the basil leaves, pine
nuts, garlic and olive oil
until the ingredients form

I used to avoid this dish when I
younger because the green color
was unappealing to my 10-yearold self. Maybe it was because it
too closely resembled a vegetable.
However, I’ve come to look past
the pesto's green coloring and
appreciate its rich garlic-basil
flavor. If I could eat this dish
every day, I would. Luckily, I have
some self-control, and for that, my
pants thank me.
ktolly@chroniclemail.com

a paste-like texture.
5. Add salt and Parmesan cheese. Keep mixing
until fully blended.
6. In a medium bowl, mix
the pesto with the noodles until combined well.
7. Sprinkle with Parmesan cheese and pepper.
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From left, Pantelis Vassilakis, chair of the Audio
Arts & Acoustics Department, and David Dolak,
a senior lecturer in the
Science & Mathematics
Department, played a
tribute to David Bowie
at the Wabash Tap, 1233
S. Wabash Ave., on April
28. “Today is about raising money for students,
raising awareness of the
faculty and staff that there
is such a thing as a scholarship that they could
contribute [to], and, of
course, enjoying ourselves
remembering Bowie and
ripping it—ripping our
throats,” Vassilakis said.
The Acoustic Showcase
allowed faculty members
to raise scholarship money
for Columbia Students.
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FERRIS, FROM PAGE 18

every item right, and she found
most of the decor on sites like eBay
or Craigslist and at thrift stores.
“Ferris Bueller’s Day Off” is still
seen as relevant decades after its
release because “teen rebellion
will always be a popular subject,”
said Ron Falzone, an associate
professor in the Cinema Art +
Science Department.
Falzone said Hughes’ films
like “Ferris Bueller’s Day Off”
and “The Breakfast Club” appeal
to Chicagoans because he is a
local director.
“It was the first time we had a
filmmaker we could point to—he
and Harold Ramis—in the ‘80s
and say, ‘Those are our people,’”
Falzone said. “It’s certainly a fundamental film for anybody raised
in [Chicago].”
Tickets for Ferris Fest are available at FerrisFest.com and are selling fast. More information about
the recreation of Ferris’ room is
available at SaveFerrisRoom.com.

The replica of Ferris Bueller’s bedroom
will be on display at the Virgin Hotels
Chicago, 203 N. Wabash Ave., for
Ferris Fest May 20–22. Artist Sarah
Keenlyside said it was difficult to
recreate the room, as Bueller had very
specific and collectible items.

» Photos Courtesy BEN ROFFELSEN
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» G-JUN YAM/CHRONICLE
Duane Betts, guitarist for Dawes, was one of the stars of the show playing many
passionate solos with his eyes closed and a smile on his face.

more optimistic than melancholy.
“I hope that life without a chapballad about letting go of recur- erone is what you thought it’d be /
ring memories of a past lover. I hope your brother’s El Camino
Guitarist Duane Betts, son of runs forever,” Goldsmith sang. “I
Allman Brothers guitarist Dickey hope the world sees the same perBetts, rocked a country vibe and son that you’ve always been to me
nailed his solo as the spotlight / And may all your favorite bands
illuminated him. He closed his stay together.”
eyes and smiled, feeling the music.
Having heard a satisfying 16
Playing for nearly two hours, songs, Dawes fans were not able
Goldsmith led the crowd in the to get enough of the tender, yet
closing song and the album’s title rock ‘n’ roll all-male group, and
track, “All Your Favorite Bands.” It rightfully so.
was a satisfying closer, as it is one
gsterba@chroniclemail.com
of the songs on the album that is
DAWES, FROM PAGE 19
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people who care as much as we do,”
Wellen said.
the only publications to see a 23
She said the support affirms
percent circulation increase since The Reader’s unique place in
2013, the study revealed.
Chicago’s community and its
Brianna Wellen, an associate strength in covering areas of the
editor at The Reader, 2012 jour- city the Chicago Tribune and the
nalism alumna and former editor- Sun-Times do not cover.
in-chief of The Chronicle, said the
“People still rely a lot on The
petition comes at a difficult and Reader for that kind of coverchanging time for media, but it is age and for longer, investigative
humbling to see the public’s sup- pieces—or quirky arts and culture
port of the petition.
pieces that aren’t being published
“It’s really encouraging to know anywhere else,” Wellen said.
that outside of the little bubble of
Annayelli Flores, a 2014 busipeople who work or have worked ness & entrepreneurship alumna
for The Reader, there are so many who signed the petition when she
READER, FROM PAGE 17

saw the #SaveTheChicagoReader
hashtag on Twitter, said these offbeat cultural stories are the reason
she has remained an avid fan of
The Reader since she moved to
Chicago five years ago. It is the only
print publication she still reads
regularly, she added.
“There is nothing like looking in
the yellow box and knowing there
is a new issue waiting for you to
read,” Flores said.
The petition’s original goal was
to get 3,200 signatures, but after
surpassing it quickly, the petition
has extended its goal to 6,400. As
of press time, the petition reached

SERVERS & ENTERTAINERS

3,545 signatures and has been
shared on social media by local
journalists, musicians and supporters like The Empty Bottle,
hip-hop blog Fake Shore Drive
and Chance The Rapper.
“It’s important it gets the nourishment that it needs and gets
an investment and grows,” said
Joravsky, who was a fan of the
paper as a child before becoming
a staff writer. “It’s important for
me to leave something behind that
will guarantee The Reader thrives
in the years to come.”
aparrella@chroniclemail.com

» Courtesy »
THE
WEINSTEIN
COMPANY
G-JUN
YAM/CHRONICLE
The Chicago Reader’s “Save The
Chicago Reader” petition is a message
to its company owners to ask for better
resources to produce quality work.
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top
our staff’s
top 5 picks:

video & blog
reviews

Video: “Couples get
handcuffed together
for 24 hours”
BuzzFeed recently released a video
of a couple that was willing to
document 24 hours of their LIVES
handcuffed together. They required
rules that they stay handcuffed at
all times with the exception of an
emergency situation, and they were
not allowed to switch hands. Let’s
just say having a significant other
two feet away for an entire day added tension to the relationship.

Blog:
“RedLetterMedia”
While it has been more than five
years since the debut of the final
Plinkett Star Wars review, RedLetterMedia still publishes content
regularly. Site operators Mike
Stoklasa, creator of the long-form
Star Wars reviews that put the
site on the map, and Jay Bauman
publish video reviews of films both
good and bad, often emphasizing a
love of practical effects.
28 THE CHRONICLE MAY 2, 2016
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CONTEMPORARY
SLANG TERMS THAT
AREN’T TERRIBLE

REASONS I
LOVE MY DOG

LESSONS LEARNED
FROM COLUMBIA

»JAKE MILLER
OFFICE ASSISTANT

» MCKAYLA BRAID
METRO EDITOR

» BRITTANY BROWN
MULTIMEDIA REPORTER

“YOLO”:

His old-man qualities:

“Live what you love”:

I admire the YOLO mentality for its
daring, individualistic spirit. However, the term has already faded from the
popular lexicon. I’m not certain if this
is because it has gone out of style or
because those who employed the term
have all died.

My dog is now 14, but even before he tore
his ACL—that’s right, my lazy dog has a
sports injury—he didn’t like doing excess work. When I try to take him for a
walk, we only make it a little less than a
block before he sits down and wants to go
home. He would much rather be at home
napping or eating.

As cheesy as our slogan can be, it’s not
wrong. Work doesn’t feel like work when
it’s your passion. That drives me to be
successful. Even if I’m not working a job
in my field right away, I’m still going to be
working on personal projects and building my portfolio. Love it? Live it.

“Amazeballs”:
I am awestruck by the sheer absurdity
of this term. There is absolutely nothing witty or metaphorical about this
euphemism, yet therein lies its glory.
As much as I’d like to hate this word,
I simply cannot. Whenever I hear it, I
am always suppressing a smile.
“Slay”:
This term is delightfully aggressive.
However, despite its violent overtones,
it is often employed in very trivial circumstances. If correcting a minor
grammatical error constitutes “slaying,” then I am a warrior of the highest
caliber. This has been a tremendous
boon to my faltering masculinity.
“Fam”:
This term has a very positive quality. In
an era of social isolation, to know that I
only need to compliment a co-worker’s
shoes in order to be ordained a member
of his or her family is a huge relief.
“Tea”:
This refers to a piece of particulary stinging gossip. As I am fond of
drinking herbal tea, I often offer it to
co-workers and have fostered several
miscommunications as a result.

His sass:
Buster gets upset if my family goes somewhere without him. First, he sits in front
of our front door so we can’t leave. Then,
after asking him multiple times to move,
he climbs onto the couch and looks at the
window and refuses to look at you. While
ignoring you, he makes sure to let out a
big sigh just to let you know he’s mad.
His humble beginning:
Buster was found abandoned in a dumpster when he was a puppy. We had to go
pick him up because the woman who
found him owned a flower shop, and it
was Valentine’s Day. On the ride home,
he sat on my lap and I fed him chicken
nuggets. Best $35 my family ever spent.
He’s a weirdo:
When we take him to the lake, he wades
in the water until it reaches his belly and
lays down. He just lies in the water and
watches us swim, occasionally drinking
from the lake.
He loves my family:
From dressing him up like a princess to
using him as a pillow, my dog has never
minded anything. The only stipulation is
you have to share your food with him.

Branch out:
If you’re curious about something, don’t
be afraid to try it. Try everything. Take a
pottery class. Make a new recipe. Kickboxing? Sure! You never know how a new
knowledge or acquired skill will impact
your life. Plus, why live with regret?
Make friends:
Also known as networking or making
connections. Yes, meet industry professionals and do it well, but I’m talking
about your classmates or co–workers
too. Be kind and genuine, and always help
if you can. Real talk: You may need them
someday, so build relationships now.
Ask for help:
Don’t feel embarrassed to reach out to
your professors for advice outside of
class, even after you’re enrolled in their
courses. This is something I’m still working on, but people want to see you succeed and are willing to help you.
Embrace who you are:
You are the only you. If you’re really great
at something, own it! Use your personality to your advantage. What you can bring
to the table is unique because of your
individual experience, so don’t let that
go to waste.
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MUSIC

“TRUE COLORS”
BY ZEDD AND
KESHA

RANDOM

“OPPOSITES
ATTRACT” 1988
MUSIC VIDEO
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» GRADY FLANARY
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As part of a recent revamp of its normal app, Starbucks launched an app
called “Starbucks Keyboard” April
24. The app allows you to install a
keyboard with a selection of Starbucks-themed emojis. Emojis are already pretty basic and this just takes
it to a whole different level. I will be
sticking to my original emoji keyboard.

If season five of Game of Thrones
killed what love of the series remained, then season six has started off
by defecating on that love’s festering
corpse. Between the unceremonious
killing of Dr. Bashir and the English
graffitied on the walls of Meereen—
they speak Valyrian there, so it should
be in a weird fake language—this season seems particularly awful.

Kesha and Zedd recently blew fans
away at Coachella with their version
of his 2015 track “True Colors.” Lacking the heavy dance beats featured
in many of Kesha’s past releases, this
song showcases her raw talent paired
with powerful lyrics. The single officially dropped on April 28. Being her
first release since 2013, it is a definite
game-changer.

“Opposites Attract” raises many questions about interspecies romance.
While Paula Abdul and MC Skat
Kat—self-admitted lovers—say they
have “nothing but fun” when together,
I can’t help but be concerned for their
relationship. The sheer number of differences they exhibit makes me feel
they are only together for the draw of
forbidden interspecies love.
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FINAL TRAILER
FOR “X-MEN:
APOCALYPSE”

COMPLEMENTARY
COLORS EP BY
HALSEY

PANDA EXPRESS
FORTUNE COOKIES
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OPINIONS EDITOR
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» KATLYN TOLLY
COPY EDITOR

This app from CNN released April 28
is specifically designed to help people
follow the 2016 presidential election.
If you want to know the basic information of who won in the polls in the most
recent primary or more in-depth stories and analyses of the election, this
app has got you covered in addition to
the channel and website. Also, it is really well designed and nice to look at,
which is always appreciated.

First of all, the “X-Men” movies are
some of my favorite superhero flicks
ever, and I am beyond excited for the
newest one to come out at the end of this
month. The final trailer was released
April 25 and gives more hints of what
to expect from the crazy battle scenes
that are bound to be action-packed. It
also get me pumped for some characters from the original trilogy like Jean
Grey, Cyclops and Nightcrawler.

While I enjoyed Halsey’s first album
Badlands as much as the next person,
I definitely did not need an entire five
track EP of remixes of the song “Colors.”
It was especially aggravating seeing as
the song was already on Badlands twice
as “Colors” and then “Colors, Pt. 2” in the
deluxe edition. If any song deserved its
own EP it’s the first track off the album,
“Castle.” It feels like Halsey is facing
writer’s block, just recycling old ideas.

I have to admit, my favorite part of eating at Panda Express is being able to
read my future by cracking open those
sugary fortune cookies. Although I don’t
actually believe the cookie will predict
my life, I sometimes find the sayings to
be sweet and uplifting. One time, I got a
fortune that said,“The star of happiness
is shining on you.” I know it’s cheesy,
but I like to save my paper fortunes and
hang them on a cork board in my room.

“CNN POLITICS”
APP
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editorial

‘Big Walls’ provides
big opportunities

hile the college is preparing
to roll out its new branding
initiative, Columbia students
and alumni are doing branding work
for the college on their own. Members of the Columbia community are
working on 17 new murals that will
decorate the South Loop in time for the
Manifest Urban Arts Festival on May
13 as part of the Big Walls project, as
reported April 25 by The Chronicle.
The WAC launched in 2013 under the
oversight of Mark Kelly, vice president of
Student Success, and is already home to 20
murals and 10 art installations. The 17 new
murals to be painted by students, alumni
and local and international artists—add
artistic identity to the campus otherwise
student poll

Will the Big Walls
project help create a
campus community?

absent from Columbia’s urban setting.
Through the WAC, Columbia differentiates its campus from the rest of the South
Loop, signaling this is a very special place,
Kelly said during an April 25 meeting
with The Chronicle’s Editorial Board.
Big Walls accomplishes what Columbia
should be known for—offering platforms
to share art and spark conversations
through artistic collaboration.
Having DePaul and Roosevelt universities participate in the project will
build a sense of community in the South
Loop, Kelly said, but it raises an important question: Why doesn’t Columbia
take more ownership of this project?
If other colleges want to get on board,
the project is obviously successful.
“I guess it will bring the campus
together. I just think it is something
cool to look at.”
kenny kozyra

sophomore theatre major

While Big Walls only receives $15,000
from the college, Kelly has raised more
than $90,000 in sponsorships and
donations for the project, Kelly said.
Recognizing the opportunity the WAC
and Big Walls have to develop a campus
identity and establish Columbia’s presence,
the college should consider investing
greater resources into the initiatives.
Through objectives outlined in the
Strategic Plan and other college initiatives like the planning of Columbia’s
upcoming student center, the college has
demonstrated an interest in establishing
a stronger sense of campus for students.
The Wabash Arts Corridor provides a solid
foundation through which the feeling of a
Columbia campus could be strengthened.
The project also seems to align well
with the Strategic Plan’s goal of community engagement by involving students
and alumni with the local community
through art. The college’s administration continues to push the Strategic

Plan and a new branding initiative, but
seems to be ignoring a perfectly good
initiative right in front of them.
The murals will generate involvement
from students interested in art history,
curation, fine art and other aspects of
programming and could take students
beyond the classroom and into the city,
Kelly said in the editorial board meeting.
Kelly also expressed an interest in
involving other students through performances and multimedia projects.
Prospective students, current students and alumni should be able to look
at these murals and proudly say they
are a defining part of Columbia. The
college’s administration should also
take pride in a project that so heavily
involves the Columbia community.
The fact that the college faces budget
and enrollment challenges does not mean a
project that does not deal with those issues
directly but has a positive impact on the
campus should be given up on or ignored.
“Even just walking by them students
can appreciate them and a lot of them
have [positive] social messages.”

jasmine johnson
senior cinema art +
science major

“I definitely think it marks more of
our territory around here. I think [the
murals] add a lot to the community.”

richard klos

sophomore cinema art +
science major

editorial

Ex-felons’ voting rights
must be protected

V

irginia just added 200,000
newly eligible voters to its voting
population right in time for the
2016 presidential election, according to an April 22 NPR article.
An executive order by Virginia Gov.
Terry McAuliffe restored the voting rights
of felons who have served their time in
prison and are now on parole or probation.
The order also allows released felons to
run for public office and serve on a jury or
as notaries, according to the NPR article.
Ten states have laws calling for felons
to lose their voting rights, according
to Procon.org, a website that aggregates information on controversial

issues. Some states offer paths to restoration; a few offer none at all when
certain crimes are committed.
It’s clear that laws restricting voting
rights unfairly target minority groups.
Minority groups are incarcerated at higher
rates due to a discriminatory legal system
so the voting rights of people within these
groups are directly affected by such laws.
Some have suggested Virginia’s order
will give an unfair advantage to candidates favored by minorities. Fox News
reported on April 23 the ex-felons who
have had their voting rights restored
through this executive order could be
the swing vote in the next presidential
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election and help Hillary Clinton win
Virginia if she is the Democratic nominee.
However, it is unlikely that each of
the 206,000 people who will be newly
eligible to vote will all vote the same way.
Even if they did, re-establishing former
felons’ voting rights is far from unfair as
it gives those individuals the chance to
participate in the democratic process.
Restoring voting rights is part of the
reintegration process for former felons.
Being able to express their opinions
through voting could be an important step
toward becoming a responsible citizen.
Illinois law allows felons to regain
voting rights after completing
incarceration, probation and parole
time, according to Procon.org.
A law like Illinois’ seems to be the
best course of action in this area. Felons
do have to serve time for the crimes
they commit and as part of serving that

time, they do have to give up certain
rights. However, if individuals serve
their time, there is no reason to keep
them from regaining their rights.
Virginia’s executive order does not have
the force of law and can be repealed by the
next governor. This happened in Kentucky
where a governor took executive action to
restore voting rights to former felons in
November 2015, only to have the executive
order repealed by the next governor in
December 2015, according to a Dec. 23,
2015 article from The Washington Post.
Executive orders are effective as a
last resort for restoring voting rights,
but, clearly, legislative action needs to
be taken nationwide. This is a situation in which outdated legislation has
overstayed its welcome. This legislation may have seemed appropriate to
lawmakers in the Civil War era, but
legislators should know better now.

Did you catch a mistake, think we could have
covered a story better or have strong beliefs about
an issue that faces all of us here at Columbia?

Brittany Brown Multimedia Reporter
Grady Flanary Copy Editor
Why not write a letter to the editor? At the bottom of Page 2,
Maria Cardona Photo Editor

you’ll find a set of guidelines on how to do this. Let us hear
from you. —The Columbia Chronicle Editorial Board
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Xenophobia has
run rampant
long enough
» arabella breck
OPINIONS EDITOR

n April, a University of California,
Berkeley student was removed from a
Southwest Airlines flight after talking
to his uncle in Arabic on his cellphone,
according to an April 20 NPR article.
Khairuldeen Makhzoomi, a 26-yearold Iraq native, was not using his phone
at an inappropriate time or violating
Southwest or TSA regulations, but
another passenger overheard him speaking Arabic, assumed he threatened the
safety of other passengers and reported
him to the airline, according to NPR.
Terrorism is a constant and serious fear,
so it is understandable that the airline
would want to investigate anything considered a threat. However, Southwest’s
bizarre overreaction points to the larger
issue of how acceptable xenophobia—the
fear of foreigners—has become in the U.S.
The passenger who reported the
incident claimed to speak Arabic and
believed Makhzoomi’s conversation
was threatening, according to NPR.
Whether or not his concerns were justified or even valid, the swiftness with
which Makhzoomi was taken off the
plane and prevented from reboarding
shows how seriously accusations against
Arabic-speaking people are taken.
Southwest should not condone behavior that is clearly bigoted or assist in
perpetuating malignant stereotypes of
groups of people. However, its knee-jerk
reaction shows how deeply ingrained
xenophobia is in our nation, from

B
commentary

Hunt for ‘Becky
with the good
hair’ must end
» selena cotte
COPY CHIEF

eyoncé’s latest creative work,
Lemonade, a visual album released
April 23 on HBO and streaming
service Tidal, is all anyone seems to be
able to talk about. This comes as no surprise, as Beyoncé is arguably one of the
most famous pop stars on the scene and
the album is her most ambitious project
to date, showing a more emotionally vulnerable side of the artist that has not been
explored through her art in recent years.
On the album’s track “Sorry,” the singer
mentions “Becky with the good hair” as
the “other woman” in a cheating scenario
possibly involving she and her husband,
Jay Z. Fans have taken this lyric to heart,
instigating a witch-hunt for the real-life
woman who they believe potentially
wrecked Beyoncé’s marriage. Fans have
used social media to harass fashion
designer Rachel Roy and singer Rita Ora,
whom they suspect were involved with
Beyoncé’s husband. Both have denied
allegations, but this hasn’t stopped
the backlash they face; Roy has even
canceled events in New York City and
Chicago following the album’s release.

anti-Communist propaganda of the 1950s
to the fear of Islamic terrorists today.
In much the same way, Donald
Trump’s presidential campaign has
shown how accepting Americans can
be of blatantly racist ideas. Trump’s
ridiculously xenophobic schemes, such
as building a wall to create a physical
barrier between the U.S. and Mexico
or banning Muslims from entering the
country, have garnered support that
is both frightening and confusing.
Trump’s supporters seem to be, above
all else, scared of things they do not
understand. They are scared of the
unknown, and to deal with those fears,
they have latched onto their candidate’s
idea of pushing away people who are
seemingly different and in some way
threatening—Mexicans because they
threaten an English-only way of life
and Arabs because bigots cannot be
bothered to differentiate them from the
radical factions in the Middle East.
Scapegoating people and their cultures instead of becoming educated
about them has devastating effects.
The aggressors remain uneducated
while the victims must combat misconceptions and stereotypes based on
things they had nothing to do with.
Moreover, reality never interferes
with the bigot’s stereotypes. For
example, South Asians such as Sikhs
have been assaulted and even killed
because they were mistaken for Arabs.

On Sept. 15, 2001, shortly after the
attacks on the World Trade Center, an
Indian immigrant named Balbir Singh
Sodhi was killed by a 44-year-old
American man. It is believed the shooter
had mistaken Sodhi for a Muslim because
he was wearing a turban, according to
a BBC News article from Oct. 1, 2003.
This stereotype of who a terrorist is
contributes to why people do not see
shootings in the U.S. done by white people
as acts of terrorism or acts of violence
equal to those carried out by terrorists.
There is also no empirical support
for stigmatizing groups of people as
necessary for any domestic defense
strategy in the U.S. According to a
Dec. 23, 2008, study from the National
Academy of Sciences of the United
States, racially profiling people during
security screenings is less effective
and far more burdensome and expensive than taking a random sampling
of people for security screenings.
Since 9/11, and even before, xenophobia
has been an acceptable form of nationalism and pride in this country. Bigots
have continued to buy into the idea that
they have a superior claim to the U.S. over
other groups of people that immigrate to
this country. Building a wall and targeting minorities will not protect this country, and it will actively defeat any claim
to greatness the nation can hope to have.

It doesn’t matter who “Becky” is, or
even if there is a real-life version of
her. Lemonade is a work of art and
should be considered as such, like all
other forms of emotionally vulnerable art. Creating a piece about the
experience of being cheated on is not
a license for fans to pry into the intimate details of one’s relationship.
It is not a new phenomenon that music
fans are inappropriately curious about
the real-life inspirations of their favorite
songs—to pretend that there are none is
wrong; most art derives from personal
experience. The AV Club published an
article March 21 called “11 diss tracks
that are probably about Courtney Love”;
the subject of Carly Simon’s “You’re
So Vain” has become highly coveted
knowledge because of her secrecy about
it; and rappers Drake and Meek Mill
started a media frenzy by releasing songs
allegedly about each other last summer.
To obsess over the inspiration of
art is to miss the lessons the art is
meant to tell. Beyoncé does not have
to have been cheated on for her words

to empower other women who have
been or even those who haven’t.
If she has been cheated on, then persecuting those who hurt her is not going
to accomplish anything. She seems to be
doing quite well, ending her Formation
tour’s kick-off show in Miami with a
shout-out to her “beautiful husband,”
before performing her love song, “Halo.”
People should respect the difference
between a person and their art. The separation might not always be as clear-cut
as the case of Eminem, Marshall Mathers,
and Slim Shady, where Mathers has
stated that Mathers is the real person,
Eminem is his rap persona, and Slim
Shady is his rap persona’s persona.
While the differences between an
artist and his or her work might at
times be difficult for people to understand, art should remain separate
from its creator, but just because
that separation exists that does not
mean the art and the message it is
trying to convey are any less valid.

abreck@chroniclemail.com

scotte@chroniclemail.com
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2016 Paula F. Pfeffer & Cheryl Johnson-Odim
Political Cartoon Contest

Winners

1st place: Liam Garner

Honorable Mention: Rafael Torres Jr.
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2nd place: Reginald Gale

3rd place: Allison Pardiek

Honorable Mention: Danielle Knight

METRO

NFL fans call Draft a ‘hit’ » ColumbiaChronicle.com/Multimedia
» LOU FOGLIA/CHRONICLE

Former U.S. speaker of the House
sentenced for hush money payments
METRO EDITOR

FORMER SPEAKER OF the U.S. House Dennis
Hastert was sentenced April 27 to 15
months in prison and ordered to pay
$250,000 to a victims’ fund after pleading
guilty to withdrawals of hush money that
went to a former student he sexually abused
as a high school wrestling coach.
The case against Hastert also identified
other young men he abused while a wrestling
coach at Yorkville High School; However,
Hastert could only be charged with violating
banking laws because of the statute of limitations on child sex crimes. Because of this,
U.S. District Judge Thomas Durkin called
the sentence “not sufficient.”
When pressed by Durkin, Hastert admitted to abusing “individual B,” an anonymous
victim, and Stephen Reinboldt. When asked
about the abuse of another victim, Scott
Cross, Hastert said, “I don’t remember doing
that, but I accept his statement.”
“Some actions can obliterate a lifetime
of good works,” Durkin said during the
sentencing.
“Nothing is more stunning than having the
words ‘serial child molester’ and ‘Speaker of
the House’ in the same sentence. Nothing

is more disturbing than having the words
‘child molester’ and ‘coach’ and ‘teacher’ in
the same sentence. Both sentences are true,”
he said.
One of the victims, formerly known as
“individual D,” took the stand and introduced
himself as Scott Cross, brother of Tom Cross,
who is the Illinois State Representative from
the 84th District. Scott Cross spoke about
the abuse he endured decades earlier as a
senior and captain of the wrestling team at
Yorkville High School.
Cross said he saw Hastert as a role model.
After taking a moment to compose himself
and fighting back tears, he stated “Coach
Hastert sexually abused me my senior year
of high school.”
Cross said he never told anyone about the
abuse until other accusations became public
because, as a 17-year-old boy, he was “devastated,” “felt alone” and was “tremendously
embarrassed.”
“I could no longer remain silent,” Cross said.
Cross said he now understands he did not
provoke the abuse.
Jolene Burdge, sister of Stephen Reinboldt,
spoke on behalf of her deceased brother at
the sentencing.
She said their family life was tough
growing up and that Reinboldt trusted

Hastert, who betrayed that trust when
he abused him. She also wondered aloud
whether Hastert was truly sorry for the
things he had done or only regretted that he
was caught.
Burdge said that after being abused by
Hastert, her brother went down a path of
high-risk reckless behavior that ultimately
led to his death in 1995.
“Don’t be a coward, Mr. Hastert,” Burdge
said. “Tell the truth—you took his life.”
Neither Cross nor Burdge spoke to Hastert
but stood and spoke to Durkin with their
backs to Hastert, who was seated in a wheelchair at a nearby table.
Hastert’s conviction stemmed from
structured transactions, the process of
withdrawing funds in small increments to
avoid finances being put under federal scrutiny. Durkin said Hastert did this to pay off
“individual A,” who was one of his victims.
From June 2010 to April 2012, Hastert
made 15 withdrawals of $50,000 from three
different banks, and when Hastert was
questioned by the banks and notified that
Currency Transaction Reports were being
filed, he lied and told them he was using the
money to purchase antique cars and buy
stock, Durkin noted in sentencing Hastert.
Durkin said that from then on, Hastert

began withdrawing in amounts less than
$10,000 to avoid filling out paperwork, and
from 2010 to 2014 a total of $1.7 million was
withdrawn from various banks and paid to
“individual A.”
The structuring laws were well known to
Hastert because he had some role in passing
them, Durkin observed.
“I have never seen a more obvious and clearcut violation of the criminal structuring laws,”
Durkin said.
Not only did Hastert lie about why he was
withdrawing the money, but when questioned
by the FBI, Hastert lied and said that “individual A” was extorting him for false allegations of molestation, Durkin noted.
Hastert’s defense attorneys, Thomas
Green and John Gallo, tried to argue that
the judge should consider the “entire arc of
his life,” mentioning his contributions as
a public servant and speaker of the House.
Hastert’s lawyers said he “made some
very poor decisions” when “individual
A” came to him for money years ago
and he “retreated to survival instinct”
when the FBI questioned him about his
withdrawals.
They also said Hastert recently had
a stroke that “brought him close to his
demise,” and told the judge he was now
SEE HASTERT, PAGE 39

» MCKAYLA BRAID

Dennis Hastert, former U.S. speaker
of the House, was sentenced to
15 months in prison for violating
federal banking laws on April 27.
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JAKE MILLER
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
PLANS TO REPLACE 85 percent of
Chicago’s high-pressure sodium
street lamps with brighter LED
lights promise increased energy
efficiency, but residents and
experts have expressed worries
about the project’s potential effects
on locals.
The initiative will convert
270,000 of Chicago’s current sodium
street lamps into LED fixtures that
will consume 50–75 percent less
electricity and last three times as
long, according to an April 17 City
of Chicago press release.
“In 2015, the city’s electricity
cost was about $18.5 million for
street lighting,” said Michael
Claffey, director of public affairs
for the Chicago Department of
Transportation. “[We] expect to

cut that by at least half once the
conversion is complete.”
While CDOT reports that LED
lights increase energy efficiency,
both residents and environmental experts have voiced concerns
about possibilities the new fixtures could contribute to light
pollution—an excess of artificial
light, which has been proven to
increase various environmental
and health-related concerns.
A 2011 study by the University
of Colorado named Chicago the
most light-polluted city in the
United States.
The LED lights’ color temperature has also been known to
contribute to the effects of light
pollution. Lights of high color temperatures emit blue light, which is
known to contribute to depression
and other mood disturbances in
humans and animals, according
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to Alfred Lewy, professor Emeritus
of Psychiatry at Oregon Health and
Science University and author of
the 2006 study “The Circadian
Basis of Winter Depression.”
“Scientific thinking on the subject is becoming increasingly clear,”
said John Barentine, program manager at the International Dark-Sky
Association, a group dedicated to
raising awareness about the effects
of light pollution. “Exposure to
artificial light at night has measurable results in [the] biology of
everything on Earth.”
According to Barentine, the
human body is regulated by a biological clock that has evolved to
respond to natural cycles of light
and darkness that occur with the
rising and setting of the sun. When
these rhythms are disrupted at
night by artificial light, depression,
obesity, and even diseases such as
Type 2 diabetes and certain kinds
of cancer can result, he said.
Mike Maerz, a Humboldt Park
resident who has worked as a
self-employed lighting specialist for
10 years, added that LED lights of a

lower color temperature would produce a less disruptive orange glow.
“The LED lighting industry has
been working on lowering the color
temperature of their lights for a
very long time,” he said. “Some of
them nail it—other manufacturers
don’t. It’s much easier to make
the blue LEDs, so that’s what
people usually go for.”
In the past, blue LED
lights were the more
economical choice, but
advances in technology
have made those with a
warmer glow comparable in price, according
to Audrey Fischer, president of the Chicago
Astronomical Society.
Fischer circulated a
petition that requests
the newly installed
LED lights not exceed
3000K in color temperature, which will
prevent them from
emitting blue light. The
petition also advocates
that the lights be placed
SEE LIGHTS, PAGE 37

City’s bright new idea
raises pollution concerns

Light sources give off electromagnetic
radiation of varying frequencies. When
a light source gives off more energy,
the color temperature is higher and the
wavelength is shorter, resulting in a
blue color.
*INFORMATION FROM ENERGY STAR

» SARAH IMPOLA/CHRONICLE
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NOW LEASING FOR 2016| LEASE TODAY!
SPRING| SUMMER| FALL

UNIT AMENITIES
• Euro-Style Cabinetry

• 50” Flat Screen TVs

• In-Unit Washer/Dryers

• Garbage Disposals

• Glass Shower Doors and
Tiled Shower Walls

• Modern, Designer
Plumbing Fixtures

• Tiled Bathroom Floors

•

• Stainless Steel
Appliances

Gus Modern Furniture

B U I L DI N G A M E N I T I E S
•

•

24-hour Fitness Center with
Cardio Equipment and
Weights
Smartphone App for
Easy Guest Entry Control
and 24/7 Security Guard

•

Rooftop Oasis with
fire pit and gas grills

•

Study lounges with free
printing

ARCATOLDCOLONY.COM

LEA SIN G OFFICE
37 West Van Buren St. Chicago, IL
60605
SPECIALIZING IN ONLINE LEASING
email: live@arcatoldcolony.com
arcatoldcolony.com
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Paul Dailing

»

MCKAYLA BRAID
METRO EDITOR

W

ith a passion for history—and a need to earn
extra money while
working as a freelance journalist—Paul Dailing started hosting
Chicago corruption walking tours.
The tours run through June, but
Dailing said he plans to add more
tour dates soon.
Though he said he can write
about crooked politicians, bribes
and blackmail until he is “blue in
the pen,” Dailing thinks taking people to places where corruption has
occurred and letting them see it is
more moving than reading about it.
The Chronicle spoke with
Dailing about his tour, the work
that went into it and his plans for
future tours.
THE CHRONICLE: How did
you come up with the idea for
the walking tour?
PAUL DAILING: I’m a journalist, and last year, I wasn’t doing

too well on freelancing. I needed
some money, so I started doing
boat tours. That had been my first
job when I moved to Chicago, so I
still knew a lot of people. I didn’t
realize how much I missed it—
interacting with people, sharing
these stories—and the tour just
kept getting nerdier and nerdier.
I was doing all this research,
and I found out people were really
reacting positively. I started
taking other tours to see about
employment after the boats
closed, and a couple in particular
[really] blew my mind. I started
thinking, “The market is open.”
People are finding and taking
these weird tours. [They’re]
interested in nerdier tours—it’s
not just Al Capone, pizza and the
Sears Tower.
I used to be a political reporter,
so this is kind of my area as well.
I thought people might be interested in this, and it would give me
a chance to tell really important
stories that are normally seen as
too boring.

occupation: Journalist and tour guide
neighborhood: Bucktown

Why do you plan to add more
tour dates in the future?
I will definitely be adding more
What can people expect from could get judges on tape accepting tours because the response to this
the tour?
bribes. There were [also] four gov- has been so positive over the last
I talk about Operation Greylord, ernors who went to prison. I talk couple of days. I just didn’t want to
which is where the feds had a cou- about them, and I talk about how book myself for every weekend if
ple people wear wires and report a blackmailer built the Loop [ele- people weren’t interested. People
because people were literally buy- vated train cars].
do seem to be interested, so there
ing their way out of convictions;
will be more dates coming. This
they were literally bribing judges How much work went into cre- is just side work—I don’t intend
to drop charges. It was a three- ating the tour?
to make this my full-time proyear investigation; the feds got the I owe the Harold Washington fession—just something I can do
Justice Department to approve Library my firstborn child at to share my city, to educate some
bringing fake cases before the this point. I can see from where people on some issues and help my
judges so that they could offer I’m standing a big stack of bills go away.
bribes. The ‘criminals’ were FBI overdue books. [It took] a lot of
agents playing criminals so they research—a lot of work. Some
mbraid@chroniclemail.com

COLUMBIA COLLEGE'S BIKE SHOP
for all your biking needs & repairs

GET 25% off bike
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$50 to $200
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purchases
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of it was online—the [Chicago]
Tribune archives are a fantastic resource. I started doing the
preliminary research last year,
and then I sort of let it drop for a
couple of months and picked it
back up. Since I started doing the
research I was like, “OK. Barbara
Byrd-Bennett.” [The corruption in
Chicago] wouldn’t let up.

» Courtesy PAUL DAILING

Paul Dailing, who now works full-time
at a local trade publication, is a guide
for Chicago corruption walking tours.

METRO
LIGHTS, FROM PAGE 34

on motion-sensing dimmers, and
the direction of the lighting be
carefully controlled to prevent it
from spilling into areas where it
is not needed.
Many people speculate that
Fischer’s insistence on less
brightness may counteract safety
improvements the renovations hope
to achieve, but brighter lighting has
not been conclusively proven to
reduce crime or traffic safety.
“The Chicago Alley Lighting
Project,” an April 2000 study
by the Illinois Criminal Justice
Information Authority, found that
crime increased by 21 percent in
a one-year period when brighter
lights were installed in alleyways
prone to criminal activity.
It is often assumed that brighter
lighting increases safety, but that is
not necessarily true, Barentine said.
Actually, a well-lit area is easier for
perpetrators to navigate.
Referring to traffic safety,
Barentine added that increased
glare from bright LED lights could
make it more difficult for drivers
to see.

Residents have also expressed
displeasure with the aesthetic
qualities of LED lighting.
Grace Grenier, an Avondale
resident who said she experiences
Seasonal Affective Disorder, a
condition that makes individuals’
moods more sensitive to seasonal
changes in light levels, expressed
concern that the light flowing
through her windows at night may
increase her depression.
“Even the shadows that are cast
by those lights are bizarre,” she said.
“It’s like the shadows generated from
those lights make everything look
fake. It’s like looking at a video game.”
CDOT is willing to accept feedback from residents and comply
with the specifications put forth
in Fischer’s petition, Claffey said.
“Chicago and other cities are
going to move forward on this
because the political pressure
behind it is too great for them to
ignore,” Barentine said. “With that
in mind, I think the best outcome
would be for the city to slow it down
a little bit, even if they want to realize the cost savings immediately.”
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Dennis Hastert was sentenced to 15 months in prison for violating federal banking laws. Investigators revealed that he
paid hush money to a former student he had sexually assaulted during his time as wrestling coach at Yorkville High School.

HASTERT, FROM PAGE 33

incapable of caring for himself, and
the best place for Hastert was at
home where his family could care
for him.
The defense also said they
thought the tarnishing of Hastert’s
name was punishment enough for
his crimes.
Hastert spoke after his defense,
requiring assistance getting up
from his wheelchair and walking
a few steps to the microphone.
Hastert said he was “deeply
ashamed” that he mistreated his
athletes, structured payments and
lied to the FBI. He said he was coming to terms with what he did and
was getting professional help.
Hastert apologized to the court,
his family and the students he
coached. He said he was ready to
accept his punishment.
Before adjourning, Durkin made
a statement to the court.
“This is a horrible case, a horrible set of circumstances, horrible
for the defendant, horrible for the
victims, horrible for our country. I
hope I never have to see a case like
this again.”
Erica Zunkel, an assistant

clinical professor of law at the
University of Chicago, said she
was surprised to see the judge
hand down a 15-month sentence
when the sentencing guidelines
for violating bank structuring laws
call for zero-to-six months.
“The interesting thing is that the
sentencing became much more
about this sexual abuse,” Zunkel
said. “The sentence reflects the
judge’s feelings about that, I think
maybe more so than the actual
charge. It’s a strange case.”
Zunkel said generally, the theory
behind the statute of limitations is
that it would be unfair to charge
someone a long period of time after
the crime, she said. For example, in
Hastert’s case, it may be difficult
to gather evidence more than 40
years after the conduct took place.
“I think there are a lot of people who feel very angry that he
couldn’t be charged now,” Zunkel
said. “People feel he should have
gotten more time and that he
would have gotten more time had
he been actually charged with
criminal sexual abuse of minors.”
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